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“Real change, enduring change, happens one step at a time.”
-Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Summary
Dynamic covalent bonds endow covalently cross-linked networks with plasticity,
reshapability, and potential recyclability at elevated temperatures in combination with
solvent-resistance and better dimensional stability at lower temperatures. Most dynamic
covalent networks (DCNs) require external catalysts for the activation of bond exchange
reactions at reasonable processing temperatures, which might lead to catalyst leaching and
compromise the long-term dynamic properties. DCNs without catalysts or with immobilized
catalysts would not suffer these drawbacks. The work described in this thesis aims to
develop new dynamic covalent chemistries based on the concept of internal catalysis.
In the first part of this thesis, we focus on using transesterification as the dynamic motif,
allowing the dynamic cross-linking of a widely used class of polymer-polyesters. In Chapter
2, we introduce new dynamic polyester networks with neighboring carboxylic acid and
sulfonic acid groups embedded in the polymer backbone. The syntheses of such networks
are realized in a catalyst-free fashion, and we illustrate the versatility of this efficient
synthetic strategy with both polycaprolactone (PCL) and a more industrially relevant semiaromatic co-polyester. These networks show fast relaxation at elevated temperatures (> 120
o

C) and the stress can be fully relaxed in a matter of minutes under relatively mild conditions

(< 200 oC). We compare the properties of those networks and demonstrate that the sulfonic
acid groups are more effective and less susceptible to side reactions that lead to crosslinking and the loss of the catalytic acid groups. In Chapter 3, we present further research on
the linkers for internally catalyzed polyester networks. We compare the bi-functional
aromatic, aliphatic, and bromo-substituted linkers for the introduction of carboxylic and
sulfonic acid groups and assess the catalytic efficiency, reversibility of dynamic behavior,
and hydrolytic stability of such networks.
The second part of the thesis centers on DCNs based on transamidation reactions. In
Chapter 4, a novel type of dissociative DCN is synthesized by making use of the dynamic
equilibrium between diamides and imides derived from pyromellitic di-anhydride. Above 80
o

C, the networks show significant stress relaxation due to the chemical exchange of amides

via the thermally stable imide intermediates. The temperature dependence of the amideimide equilibrium leads to a significant, but fully reversible reduction of cross-link density in
the network above 120 oC. These features result in a moldable material with a strong drop in
viscosity at high temperatures that aids its (re)processing. Probably because of extensive

hydrogen bonding and aggregation of the tetraamide, viscosity loss is limited, and material
integrity is retained at intermediate temperatures. In Chapter 5, we further explore the
interplay of dynamic supramolecular and covalent bonding in polyamide networks. Due to
extensive hydrogen-bonding and stacking, the polyamide network with planar pyromellitic
dianhydride (PMDA) as linker shows enhanced mechanical properties and multimodal stress
relaxation compared to the reference network synthesized with a non-planar dianhydride.
Lastly, in Chapter 6, the relevance of the new DCNs to industry and selective laser sintering
(SLS) application is described in more detail. Furthermore, additional directions for future
studies are presented.
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1.1 Motivation
One can hardly imagine everyday life without polymers. From polypropylene used to produce
surgical face masks, to acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene used to manufacture LEGO bricks, plastic
or polymeric materials bring convenience, hygiene, functionality, and performance to our daily
life.
Polymers are often categorized into thermoplastics and thermosets, based on the molecular
connectivity between the chains. In thermoplastics, the macromolecules are entangled while in
thermosets, polymer chains are covalently cross-linked.1 Dynamic covalent networks (DCNs) are
an emerging type of polymers that have combined advantages of both thermosets and
thermoplastics and are considered as reprocessable and recyclable thermosets.2-11
One important property of DCNs is their weldability, leading to stronger interfacial contact due
to the formation of interfacial cross-links. This weldability can result in reinforced polymerpolymer interfaces. Since DCNs are intrinsically self-healing, the welding of DCNs only involves
the exchange of linkages instead of consumption of functional groups, hence DCNs can be
repeatedly re-joined upon application of appropriate stimulus without additional modification
of the surface.7 Figure 1-1 is a cartoon showing the welding of DCNs with epoxy resins. Under
thermal activation, transesterification reaction was facilitated with added catalyst, leading to the
bond exchange at the interfaces of two pieces hence the pieces were welded together. 12

Figure 1-1 Scheme illustrating the welding of two pieces of epoxy resin by transesterification exchange
reactions. Adapted with permission from Ref [12]. Copyright© 2012, American Chemical Society.
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With these advantageous macroscopic properties, DCNs have found various applications. 4, 13-21
One particular field in which DCNs can serve as a good candidate is additive manufacturing, also
known as 3D-printing. In 3D-printing applications, objects are manufactured in a layer-by-layer
fashion, hence the interfacial adhesion and repairability of the printed objects could benefit from
the activated bond exchange. Recent advancements of DCNs for 3D-printing include extrusionbased processes, i.e., fused filament fabrication (FFF)22-23 and direct-ink writing (DIW),24-25 photopolymerization techniques like stereolithography (SLA) and digital light processing (DLP) 18, 26-32
and powder-based selective laser sintering (SLS).33-34 The mechanical properties of such objects
can be greatly enhanced if the layers are covalently glued together and the volumetric shrinkage
stress can be relaxed due to bond rearrangement within the networks (Figure 1-2). The longevity
of the printed materials can also be extended due to the intrinsic self-healing ability of DCNs,
reducing the production of plastic waste.18, 35

Figure 1-2 Repairability of the 3D printing reprocessable thermosets. (a) Demonstration of
repairability of printed object; (b) Illustration of the repair process due to interfacial bond exchange
reactions; (c) Stress relaxation of printed materials at varying temperature. From Nature
Communication, Vol 9, 1831, 2018. Reprinted with permission, copyright © 2018, Zhang et al.

DCNs often require added catalysts to facilitate exchange reactions at processing temperatures,
which can potentially lead to catalyst leaching that compromises the dynamic behaviors and
end-user safety. The research described in this thesis focuses on developing new internally
catalyzed DCNs as a potential candidate for 3D-printing applications. In the remainder of this
5|
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chapter, a more detailed explanation of the chemical and rheological aspects of DCNs will be
given, followed by the introduction to internal catalysis in DCNs. Finally, the scope and outline of
the thesis are presented.

1.2 Dynamic Covalent Networks (DCNs)
In thermoplastic materials, macromolecules are entangled and can flow upon heating. This
ability to flow allows molding and remolding of thermoplastics.36 In thermosets, the polymer
chains are covalently cross-linked, resulting in restricted mobility of the network and limited
reprocessability yet the mechanical properties and thermal stability are generally superior to
thermoplastics.37 DCNs, as the bridge between these two types of polymers, can be reshaped and
recycled once the dynamic covalent chemistry is activated under certain stimuli,2-11 while being
insoluble and mechanically strong like thermosets. The stimulus we use in this study to trigger
the reversibility of DCNs is heat, while light and pH have also been employed to stimulate
dynamics of DCNs by others.38-44
Dynamic covalent networks (DCNs) can be categorized into two main groups based on the
mechanism of exchange reactions. In the dissociative mechanism, an existing bond first breaks
before the formation of a new one. For the associative mechanism, a new bond is formed prior to
bond breakage.2, 8 Figure 1-3 depicts these two processes schematically and presents some of
the well-studied reactions employed to construct dissociative DCNs45-50 and associative DCNs9, 12,
51-57
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.

Figure 1-3 Schematic representation and literature examples of (a) dissociative exchange mechanism
where a new bond is formed prior to the bond breakage and (b) associative exchange mechanism
where the old bond is first cleaved before the formation of a new bond. Schemes of exchange
mechanisms are adapted with permission from ref. [35], copyright© 2019 Eveline Maassen.

In dissociative DCNs, the exchangeable cross-links under certain stimuli can enter an equilibrium
between open (dissociated) and closed (associated) states while in associative DCNs, also termed
as vitrimers by Leibler,9 bond formation precedes or coincides with bond scission, retaining the
cross-link density.
This difference in exchange mechanism leads to different macroscopic properties such as
temperature-dependent moduli or viscosities. When studying the rheological aspects of DCNs,
one often relies on frequency sweep measurements. In such a measurement, samples are probed
over a range of oscillation frequencies at a constant oscillation amplitude and temperature.
Figure 1-4 compares the frequency-dependent moduli G’ of both types of DCNs to that of an ideal
thermoset.
7|
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Figure 1-4 Illustration of modulus G’ versus frequency for an ideal thermoset (grey line), compared to
dynamic covalent networks as a function of temperature. (a) Dissociative network (green dashes) and
(b) associative network (purple dashes). Adapted with permission from ref. [35] copyright© 2019 Eveline
Maassen.

As shown in Figure 1-4, all covalently cross-linked networks experience a rapid increase in
modulus G’ at high frequencies related to the small length-scale glassy dynamics. At frequencies
lower than that of glass transition, both thermoset and DCNs have a rubbery plateau, which is
dependent on the cross-link density. For thermosets, this rubbery plateau is virtually
independent of frequency (grey lines in Figure 1-4). DCNs, on the other hand, exhibit liquid-like
stress relaxation at low frequency (long timescales). This relaxation, visible as the drop in G’, is
imparted by the topological arrangement enabled by exchange reactions. When looking at the
rubbery plateau as a function of temperature, associative DCNs (Figure 1-4b) behave more
similarly to a thermoset and the value of G’ is relatively independent of the temperature. For
dissociative DCNs (Figure 1-4a), given a sufficient shift of equilibrium, the value of rubbery
plateau decreases upon heating, owing to the decrease in cross-link density of the network. It
should be noted that a drop in G’ with increasing temperature for dissociative DCNs is often small,
as only a small degree of cross-links reversion occurs within the temperature window of
measurements or reprocessing. In this situation, the stress relaxation is mainly attributed to the
bond exchange and follows an Arrhenius relationship, similar to associative DCNs or vitrimers. 58

1.3 Internal Catalysis in DCNs
Most DCNs require catalysts for the activation of dynamic bonds at reasonable processing
temperatures, and the only known exceptions are intrinsically reversible reactions like disulfides
metathesis,59 vinylogous urethane-amine exchange52 or furan-maleimide adduct formation.45
Embedding DCNs with external catalysts is a commonly used strategy as the catalytic efficiency
and loading can tune the mechanical properties.60 However, catalysts might leach from the
|8

system, compromising long-term dynamic properties.6,

60

DCNs without catalysts or with

immobilized catalysts would not suffer these drawbacks and have received increasing research
interests.6 One approach is to build upon systems that are traditionally activated by external
catalysts like epoxy-ester networks with transesterification as dynamic covalent chemistry. By
introducing a great excess of hydroxyl functionality in the network61 or using hyperbranched
building blocks,62 such polyester networks can be freed from additional catalysts. Another
approach to realize DCNs without external catalysts is to use the concept of internal catalysis. In
such a system, adjacent groups or substituents accelerate the reactivity of the covalent bonds,
often more strongly than an intermolecular analogue would.
One early example of internally catalyzed DCNs is the transesterification of o-amino substituted
boronic ester reported by Guan and co-workers, showing strong rate enhancement compared to
its non-substituted analogue.63 More recently, the same group demonstrated amino groups in the
gamma position of a silyl-ether-exchange based DCN with a pronounced acceleration of the
exchange rate of three orders of magnitude.57 In 2019, Du Prez and co-workers reported phthalate
monoester transesterification as a new internally catalyzed dynamic motif, the exchange rate of
-COOH substituted ester was found to be drastically increased via a five-member ring anhydride
intermediate.64 More recently, our group reported the internally catalyzed transesterification of
phosphate triesters, where β hydroxyl functionality leads to a significant acceleration of the
phosphate ester exchange via a cyclic phosphate ester intermediate compared to previously
reported phosphate triester network.65-66
The past decade has witnessed the speedy growth of DCN studies in which the classic organic
chemistry concept of internal catalysis has been employed as a new design principle to endow
polymeric materials with reprocessibility and self-healing properties.

9|
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Figure 1-5 Examples of internal catalysis in DCNs. Neighboring groups are displayed in orange and
exchanging moieties in blue. (a) Transesterification of boronic esters.63 (b) Silyl ether exchanges.57
(c)Transesterification of carboxyl esters.67 (d) Transesterification of phosphate triester.65

1.4 Scope and Outline of this Thesis
The objective of the research presented in this thesis is to develop and synthesize new dynamic
covalent networks, free from external catalysts, as potential candidates for additive
manufacturing. To achieve this aim, we dived into the world of classic intramolecular catalysis
and found inspiration from old yet simple and elegant chemistries.
In the first part of this thesis, we focus on using transesterification as the dynamic motif, allowing
the dynamic cross-linking of a widely used class of polymer-polyesters. In Chapter 2, we
introduce new dynamic polyester networks with neighboring carboxylic acid and sulfonic acid
| 10

groups embedded in the polymer backbone. The syntheses of such networks are realized in a
catalyst-free fashion, and we illustrate the versatility of this efficient synthetic strategy with both
polycaprolactone (PCL) and a more industrially relevant semi-aromatic co-polyester. These
networks show fast relaxation at elevated temperatures (> 120 oC) and the stress can be fully
relaxed in a matter of minutes under relatively mild conditions (< 200 oC). We compare the
properties of those networks and demonstrate that the sulfonic acid groups are more effective
and less susceptible to side reactions that lead to cross-linking and the loss of the catalytic acid
groups. In Chapter 3, we present further research on the linkers for internally catalyzed polyester
networks. We compare the bi-functional aromatic, aliphatic and bromo-substituted linkers for
the introduction of carboxylic and sulfonic acid groups and assess the catalytic efficiency,
reversibility of dynamic behavior and hydrolytic stability of such networks.
The second part of the thesis centers on DCNs based on transamidation reactions. In Chapter 4,
a novel type of dissociative dynamic covalent network is synthesized by making use of the
dynamic equilibrium between diamides and imides derived from pyromellitic di-anhydride.
Above 80 oC, the networks show significant stress relaxation due to the chemical exchange of
amides via the thermally stable imide intermediates. The temperature dependence of the amideimide equilibrium leads to a significant, but fully reversible reduction of cross-link density in the
network above 120 oC. These features result in a moldable material with a strong drop in viscosity
at high temperatures that aids its (re)processing. Probably because of extensive hydrogen
bonding and aggregation of the tetraamide, viscosity loss is limited, and material integrity is
retained at intermediate temperatures. In Chapter 5, we further explore the interplay of dynamic
supramolecular and covalent bonding in polyamide networks. Due to extensive hydrogenbonding and stacking, the polyamide network with planar pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) as
linker shows enhanced mechanical properties and multimodal stress relaxation compared to the
reference network synthesized with a non-planar dianhydride.
Lastly, in Chapter 6, the relevance to industry and selective laser sintering (SLS) application is
described.
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Chapter 2

Internally Catalyzed Dynamic Polyester
Networks Using Neighboring Carboxylic and
Sulfonic Acid Groups

Abstract: Dynamic covalent bonds in a polymer network lead to plasticity, reshapability and
potential recyclability at elevated temperatures in combination with solvent-resistance and
better dimensional stability at lower temperatures. Here we report a simple one-step procedure
for the catalyst-free preparation and stress-relaxation of dynamic polyester networks. The
procedure is based on the coupling of branched OH-end functional polyesters (functionality ≥ 3)
by pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) or 2,5-bis(methoxy-carbonyl) benzene sulfonic acid resulting
in ester linkages with, respectively, a COOH or a SO3H group in a position ortho to the ester bond.
This approach leads to an efficient dynamic polyester network free of external catalysts, in which
the topology rearrangements occur via a dissociative mechanism involving anhydrides. The
SO3H-containing network is particularly interesting as it shows the fastest stress relaxation and
does not suffer from unwanted additional trans-esterification reactions, as was observed in the
COOH containing network.
This chapter is based on published work:
Zhang, H.; Majumdar, S.; van Benthem, R. A. T. M.; Sijbesma, R. P.; Heuts, J. P. A., Intramolecularly
Catalyzed Dynamic Polyester Networks Using Neighboring Carboxylic and Sulfonic Acid Groups. ACS Macro
Lett. 2020, 9 (2), 272-277. DOI: 10.1021/acsmacrolett.9b0102
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2.1 Introduction
Dynamic covalent bonds endow covalently cross-linked networks with plasticity and recyclability
at elevated temperatures without compromising their mechanical properties under operating
conditions.1-5 This advantageous combination of macroscopic properties has resulted in an
increasing interest in dynamic covalent networks (DCNs) as promising materials in a range of
different applications.6-14 Among the ever-growing library of DCNs, dynamic polyester networks,
pioneered by Leibler and co-workers,1 have received extensive attention because of their
potentially broad applicability.15-19
Dynamic polyester networks based on transesterification often require additional catalysts, such
as Zn(II) salts, triazacyclodecene and Brønsted acids. 15-16, 19-20 In such systems, potential catalyst
leaching may affect the dynamic properties of the materials and be harmful to the end-users or
the environment.21 Systems without catalysts or with immobilized catalysts would not suffer
these drawbacks and the aim of the current work is to develop such a system. Catalyst-free
dynamic polyester networks have been reported previously, but either required a great excess of
hydroxyl functionality in the network17, 22 or in the hyperbranched building blocks,23 and relatively
restricted efficiencies of the bond exchange were observed. Inspired by mechanisms in enzyme
catalysis and neighboring group participation (including in DCNs), 11, 12 we investigated the effect
of neighboring carboxylic and sulfonic acid groups on transesterification reactions. A very similar
approach (but not involving sulfonic acid groups) was recently reported by Du Prez and coworkers.24 Prompted by this disclosure, we here compare the properties of dynamic polyester
networks with neighboring group participation of carboxylic and sulfonic acid groups and
demonstrate the sulfonic acid groups to be more effective and less susceptible to potential further
cross-linking.
Our approach is a simple one-pot and catalyst-free synthesis involving the coupling of polyester
chains with three or more hydroxyl end groups by di-functional chain extenders. Two different
OH-end functional polyesters were used in this study: a "soft" aliphatic tri-arm polycaprolactone
star polymer (PCL, functionality = 3, Mn = 1930 g/mol and Tg = -63 C) and a "hard" amorphous
copolymer of neopentyl glycol, hexanediol, isophthalic and terephthalic acid (PNHTI, average
functionality = 3, Mn = 4035 g/mol and Tg = 40 C).
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Figure 2-1 (a) Reactions of network formation with highlighted functional internal acid groups and (b)
schematic presentation of the bond rearrangement in networks with neighboring acid groups. T0

2.2 Results and discussion
Networks containing pendent neighboring carboxylic acid groups were prepared from the
polyesters by reaction with pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA, which was also used by Du Prez and
co-workers) as the coupling agent (see Figure 2-1, reaction i);13 gelation occurred within one hour
of reaction in toluene at 100 C (without the use of any additional catalyst). Networks containing
neighboring sulfonic acid groups were prepared from the polyesters by a condensation reaction
with 2,5-bis(methoxy-carbonyl) benzene sulfonic acid (see Figure 2-1, reaction ii); this
transesterification was carried out overnight in toluene at 100 C and required effective removal
of methanol. After removal of solvent under reduced pressure, the dry products of reactions i and
ii were compression molded at 160–180 C for shear rheology and dynamic mechanical thermal
analysis (DMTA) measurements. The gel fractions (> 90 wt%, Table 2-1) of all samples were
estimated by extraction with tetrahydrofuran at room temperature; these high gel fractions
confirm the near full completion of the cross-linking reactions. A reference network without any
neighboring acid groups was prepared by reaction of the polyesters with terephthaloyl chloride
in toluene at 100 C overnight (see Figure 2-1, reaction iii), isolated and soaked for 24 hours in a
chloroform solution containing Zn(acac)2 to obtain samples with 2 and 0.5 mol% (w.r.t. the ester
groups) of transesterification catalyst in the (dynamic) polyester network).
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Table 2-1 Thermal properties and gel content of polyester networks.

Tg (oC)

Tg (oC)

Gel content

DSC

DMA

(%)

253

0

N.A.

97

2.4

234

0

N.A.

90

PCL/0.5 mol% Zn

2.4

373

9

N.A.

95

PCL/2.0 mol% Zn

2.4

205

9

N.A.

94

PCL precursor

—

325

-63

N.A.

0

2.4

321

50

54

90

2.2

310

54

64

91

2.0

322

59

76

95

1.9

325

58

63

92

2.4

278

47

53

90

2.2

272

48

61

90

—

357

39

N.A.

0

Composition

r = nOH/nlinker

Td5(oC)※

PCL/COOH

2.4

PCL/SO3H

PNHTI/COOH

PNHTI/SO3H
PNHTI precursor

Td5 is the onset degradation temperature at 5 % weight loss.

※

Stress relaxation experiments revealed the dynamic nature of these polyester networks. The
relaxation modulus G(t) was normalized against its value at t = 1 s, which was taken to be the
apparent plateau value (G0) after applying a step strain of 1% (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-2 (a) A representative stress relaxation curve, where a step strain is applied at t = 0.01 s and
the G(t) levels out within the first second and (b) the corresponding stress relaxation curve after
normalizing G(t) against G(t = 1s). Sample: PCL-based network with linker B and r = nOH / nlinker = 2.4.
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Figure 2-3 Step-stress relaxation experiments (1% strain) on polyester networks with internal -SO3H
and -COOH groups and reference networks with external Zn(acac)2 catalyst, where r =nOH/nlinker = 2.4 at
180 oC on (a) PCL-based network and (b) PNHTI-based network. The intersections of the horizontal
dotted lines with the stress relaxation curves indicate the points where G(t)/G0 = 1/e and t = τ*. The
dashed lines represent the fitting using Maxwell model.

Normalized relaxation moduli for both -COOH and -SO3H containing networks are shown in Figure
2-3 and full stress relaxation takes place. Furthermore, the stress relaxations in both cases are
adequately described by a simple Maxwell model (i.e., the dashed lines in Figure 2-3 are the
Maxwell model fits). The characteristic stress relaxation time (τ*) is then identified as the point in
time at which the normalized relaxation modulus (G(t)/G0) reaches e-1 (or ~37%). Remarkably, the
results shown in Figure 2-3a show that at 180 oC, the PCL-based network with -SO3H groups
showed a much faster stress relaxation (with τ*  60 s) than the ones with -COOH groups (with τ*≈
300 s). Both networks without external catalysts also show a significantly faster stress relaxation
than the conventional reference system with 0.5 mol% of Zn(acac)2 catalyst. Increasing the
catalyst content in the reference system from 0.5 to 2 mol% results in a value for τ* that lies
between those of the -COOH and -SO3H containing networks. Comparing the stress relaxation
behavior at 180 C of the soft PCL-based network (Figure 2-3a) to that of the hard PNHTI network
(Figure 2-3b), the first thing one notices is that the stress relaxation in the PNHTI network is slower
for all systems. The -SO3H containing network again is characterized by the lowest τ*, now
followed by the -COOH containing network and this time the conventional reference system is
significantly slower than the other two (even with 2 mol% of Zn(acac)2 transesterification
catalyst).
All these results show that the ester exchange rate depends on the nature of acid groups with the
SO3H-containing networks showing the fastest relaxation, despite its concentration being only
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half that of the COOH groups in the -COOH containing networks with the same amount of linking
agent. The temperature dependence of the stress relaxation was investigated in the temperature
range of 120-180 C for PCL-based networks and 140-200 oC for PNHTI-based networks
respectively, shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4 Step-stress relaxation experiments (1% step strain) of (a) PCL/COOH (b) PCL/SO 3H (c)
PNHTI/COOH and (d) PNHTI/SO3H networks with r = nOH / nlinker = 2.4 at varying temperatures. The
intersections of the horizontal dotted lines with the stress relaxation curves indicate the points where

G(t)/G0 = 1/e and t = τ*.
For all networks containing internal acid groups, stress relaxation curves shift to longer timescales
as temperature decreases, resulting in a longer relaxation time τ*. The temperature dependence
of each network is presented in Figure 2-5 as Arrhenius plots, constructed by plotting relaxation
time τ* acquired at each temperature versus 1000/T. The corresponding activation energy Ea can
also be derived from the slope of the plot using the following equation (Eq 2-1), the Arrhenius
parameters are summarized in Table 2-2.
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(Eq 2-1)

𝜏 ∗ = 𝜏0 𝑒 −𝐸𝑎/𝑅𝑇

Figure 2-5 Arrhenius plots of (a) PCL-based and (b) PNHTI-based networks with r =nOH/nlinker = 2.4.

In general, the results in Table 2-2 show lower activation energies for the PCL-based networks and
the networks containing the -SO3H neighboring acid groups. The former observation suggests an
important role of the intrinsic chain dynamics in the stress relaxation, with the backbone in the
PNHTI network being much less flexible than that in the soft PCL network. The lower activation
energies in the -SO3H networks as compared to those in the -COOH networks are not in line with
the results of a recent study that showed that stronger acids lead to higher activation energies.19
This study dealt with "classical" transesterification reactions, i.e., an acid-catalyzed nucleophilic
attack of an alcohol on an ester.
Table 2-2 Arrhenius parameters for stress relaxationa.

a

Network

τ0(10-9 s)

Ea (kJmol-1)

PCL/COOH

62 ± 20

84 ± 1

PCL/SO3H

68 ± 54

78 ± 5

PCL/2% Zn

3.4± 0.9

93 ± 1

PNHTI/COOH

0.03 ± 0.04

116 ± 5

PNHTI/SO3H

0.93± 1.54

98 ± 2

The characteristic relaxation times were fitted to the equation: 𝜏 ∗ = 𝜏0 𝑒 −𝐸𝑎/𝑅𝑇

It was shown by Du Prez and co-workers,24 however, that the mechanism in the -COOH systems
(produced by linking branched polyesters with PMDA) is different and involves an anhydride
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intermediate. To investigate whether a similar mechanism is at play in the -SO3H containing
networks, we studied the following model unimolecular decomposition reaction:

Variable temperature infrared spectra of 2-sulfo hexyl phthalate were collected from 40 to 200 C
under N2 at a heating rate of 5 C/min and are shown in Figure 2-6. The emerging double
absorption band at around 1840 cm-1, which can be assigned to the asymmetric carbonyl stretch
in a carboxylate anhydride, becomes evident at temperatures above 160 C (the boiling point of
hexanol is 157 C). Since the leaving OH-end groups in the polyester networks are non-volatile,
this reaction is reversible in the network.

Figure 2-6 Variable temperature infrared (VT-IR) spectra of 2-sulfo hexyl phthalate, collected from
040C to 200C under N2 at a heating rate of 5 C/min.

The results of stress relaxation experiments on networks with different cross-link densities,
prepared using different OH to linker ratios (r = nOH/nlinker) are shown in Figure 2-7a. It is clear from
this figure that the relaxation times do not depend on the number of free OH groups and this result
is also consistent with a dissociative mechanism in both the -COOH and -SO3H containing
networks. Even in the absence of an excess of OH groups (i.e., r = 1.9) efficient stress relaxation
takes place.
| 22

Figure 2-7 (a) Arrhenius plots of polyester networks with different feeding ratio r = nOH/nlinker, where the
closed symbols represent the –COOH network and open symbols represent the –SO3H network (b) DMTA
curves of the abovementioned networks measured at a heating rate of 3C/min and ω = 1 Hz, where the solid
lines represent the –COOH networks and dashed lines represent the –SO3H networks.

Although different cross-link densities do not result in different relaxation rates, they do lead to
different thermomechanical properties, as is clear from the results in Figure 2-7b. This figure
contains the DMTA results for networks prepared using different ratios r of the number of OH
groups to the number of linkers. As the ratio r decreases from 2.4 (i.e., an excess of free OH groups)
to a stoichiometric ratio of 2, the glass transition temperatures (Tg) and the rubbery plateau
moduli increase, as expected. When r further decreases (resulting in an excess of linker) the Tg and
rubbery plateau decrease again. Networks with the same r (and theoretical cross-link density), but
different acid groups have similar rubbery plateaus and Tg.

Figure 2-8 Cycles of step-strain stress relaxation experiments at 180C on PNHTI (hard) polyester
networks with r =nOH/nlinker = 2.4 with (a) internal carboxylic acid and (b) internal sulfonic acid groups.
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Finally, we investigated the "permanency" of the reversibility of the networks by subjecting them
to four stress relaxation cycles at 180 C with 1% step strain and the results for the hard -COOH
and -SO3H containing networks are shown in (a) and (b) of Figure 2-8, respectively. From these
results it is immediately clear that stress relaxation becomes slower with increasing number of
cycles in the case of the -COOH containing networks but remains the same in the -SO3H containing
networks. The most likely reason for this difference in behavior is the fact that the free -COOH
groups from the PMDA linker can undergo esterification reactions, effectively transforming the
diesters from the reversible 1,4- and 1,3-acids to form the irreversible 1,2-diacids, (or to some
extent even further esterification reactions to triesters with one acid group or tetra-esters, see
Table 2-3), while in the case of the SO3H groups such transesterifcations cannot take place. Since
the dynamics of the network in the absence of transesterification catalyst depend on the ability
to form anhydrides, these linkers now act as permanent, rather than dynamic cross-links.
Table 2-3 The structures and reversibility of possible linkages in COOH networks.

Structure
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Dynamic nature
1,4-diester

Reversible

1,3-diester

Reversible

1,2,4-triester

Reduced reversibility

tetraester

Irreversible

1,2-diester

Reduced reversibility

2.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the strategy to prepare dynamic polyester networks
through intramolecular catalysis by neighboring group participation in phthalic monoesters,
reported by Du Prez and co-workers, is even more effective with sulfonic acid neighboring groups.
The dissociative mechanism involving intermediate anhydrides allows for full stress relaxation
and is a useful principle in dynamic covalent networks, because it obviates the need for added low
molecular weight catalysts with associated issues of leaching. Intramolecular catalysis by sulfonic
acids leads to significantly faster stress relaxation than with intramolecular carboxylic acids.
Moreover, while the carboxylic acid neighboring groups are prone to inactivation by ester
formation, this reaction is suppressed in sulfonic acid neighboring groups because their
esterification is unfavorable. As a result, the sulfonic acid containing systems maintain the same
stress relaxation rates after multiple stress relaxation experiments at higher temperature, while
relaxation of the phthalic monoester network is slowing down under these conditions.
Intramolecular catalysis promises to be a general strategy in dynamic polymers, and its
application beyond transesterification reactions will be the subject of further research.

2.4 Experimental details
Materials
Reagents and solvents were used as received without purification unless otherwise stated.
Tri-arm polycaprolactone star polymer (PCL, OH value=87.05 mg/KOH/g and acid value=0.05
mg/KOH/g) was kindly provided by Perstorp. “Hard” polyester triol, the copolymer of neopentyl
glycol, hexanediol, isophthalic and terephthalic acid (PNHTI, OH value=41.70 mg/KOH/g and acid
value=2.00 mg/KOH/g) was kindly provided by DSM Coating Resins. Amberlyte IR120 Plus
Hydrogen ion exchange resin, pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA, linker A, 97%), terephthaloyl
chloride (linker C, 99%) and 1-hexanol (anhydrous, 99%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
Monosodium 2-sulfoterephthalate (98%) and 2-sulfobenzoic anhydride (97%) were purchased
from TCI. Toluene and methanol were purchased from Biosolve and kept on 3 Å molecular sieves
to maintain dryness.
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Synthesis
Synthesis of 2,5-bis(methoxy-carbonyl) benzene sulfonic acid (linker B, Figure 2-1)
To acidify the sodium salt, 4 g (14.9 mmol) of monosodium 2-sulfoterephthalate was dissolved in
demineralized water and led through a column filled with Amberlyte IR-120 Plus Hydrogen ion
exchange resin at room temperature. Water was partly removed under reduced pressure and 2sulphoterephthalic acid was obtained by freeze drying as a white powder. Then the 2sulfoterephthalic acid was introduced under argon flow to a 50 mL round bottom flask equipped
with a stir bar. To the flask, 20 mL of methanol was charged, and the resulting solution was left
refluxing for 16 hours. Methanol was then removed in vacuo to afford the product as a yellow solid
with 95 % yield.
H NMR (400MHz, DMSO-d6): δ(ppm) = 3.74 (s, 3H, CH3-O), 3.89 (s, 3H, CH3-O), 7.42-7.45 (d, 1H, Ar-

1

H), 7.90-7.96 (d, 1H, Ar-H), 8.29-8.32 (s, 1H, Ar-H)
Synthesis of 2-(hexyloxy-carbonyl) benzene sulfonic acid
To a 25 mL round bottom flask equipped with a stir bar, 1 g (5.4 mmol) of 2-sulfobenzoic anhydride
and 5 mL of 1-hexanol were introduced under argon flow. The mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 1 hour. Excess of hexanol was then removed under reduced pressure to afford the
product as a yellow solid in 95 % yield.
H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3): δ(ppm) = 0.87-0.95 (t, 3H, CH3CH2), 1.14-1.55 (m, 6H, CH3CH2CH2CH2),

1

1.76-1.9 (quint, 2H, Ar-H), 7.60-7.86 (m, 2H, Ar-H), 8.01 -8.10 (dd, 1H, Ar-H), 8.19-8.24 (dd, H, Ar-H)
Synthesis of PCL/COOH network
To a 100 mL round bottom flask equipped with a stir bar 10 g (5.18 mmol) of the tri-arm
polycaprolactone star polymer and 30 mL of toluene were charged under argon flow and stirred
at 80 °C until a homogeneous solution was formed. Then 1.41 g (6.47 mmol) of PMDA was added
and the resulting mixture was left reacting at 100 °C for 3 hours. Toluene was then removed in
vacuo at 100 °C overnight to yield the product as a colorless to slightly yellow solid.
Synthesis of PNHTI/COOH network
To a 100 mL round bottom flask equipped with a stir bar, 10 g (2.48 mmol) of the tri-functional copolyester PNHTI precursor and 30 mL of toluene were added under argon flow and the mixture
was left stirring at 100 °C until a homogeneous solution was formed. Then 0.68 g (3.1 mmol) of
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PMDA was added and the resulting mixture was left reacting at 100 °C overnight. Toluene was then
removed in vacuo at 100 °C overnight to yield the product as a colorless solid.
Synthesis of PCL/SO3H network
To a 100 mL round bottom flask, 10 g (5.18 mmol) of the tri-arm polycaprolactone star polymer,
1.77 g (6.47 mmol) of linker B and 30 mL of toluene were added followed by the removal of toluene
under reduced pressure to dry the reaction mixture. This procedure was repeated, followed by the
addition of 30 mL toluene as the reaction solvent. The reaction proceeded under argon flow at 100
°C overnight. Toluene was then removed in vacuo at 100 °C overnight to yield a colorless to slightly
yellow solid as the product.
Synthesis of PNHTI reference network
To a 100 mL round bottom flask, 10 g (2.48 mmol) of the tri-functional co-polyester PNHTI
precursor and 30 mL of toluene were added and the mixture was let stirring until a homogeneous
solution was formed. Toluene was then removed under reduced pressure to dry the polymer. This
procedure was repeated, followed by the addition of 0.632 g (3.1 mmol) of linker C and 30 mL of
toluene into the round bottle flask. The reaction proceeded after charging a stir bar under heavy
argon flow at 100 °C overnight. Toluene was then removed in vacuo at 100 °C overnight to yield a
colorless to slightly yellow solid as the product.
Characterization
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
Compression molded samples (ca. 10.0 (length) × 10.0 (width) × 0.8 (thickness) mm) were
measured on a DMA Q850 (TA Instruments) with a film tension setup. A temperature ramp from 60 to 200 °C was performed with a heating rate of 3 °C·min-1 at a frequency of 1 Hz. A preload force
of 0.01 N, an amplitude of 10 μm and a force track of 110% were used. The storage and loss moduli
were recorded as a function of temperature. The glass transition temperature was determined
from the peak maximum in the loss modulus.
Gel fraction determination
Approximately 0.15 g of the dry network was weighed and swollen in 20 mL of CHCl 3 and kept for
3 days at room temperature, the sample was subsequently filtered and dried in a vacuum oven at
100 °C for 24 hours. The gel fraction was calculated with the equation (Eq S1), where minitial is the
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mass of the sample before extraction and mdry is the mass after extraction and drying:
gel fraction (%) =

𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

∗ 100

Stress relaxation and frequency sweep experiments
All rheological measurements were carried out on a strain-controlled AR-G2 rheometer with an
ETC oven setup (TA Instruments) and parallel-plate geometry. A typical sample for rheology
measurements was approximately 8 mm in diameter and 0.8 mm thick, prepared by compression
molding the dry product at 180 °C and a pressure of 100 bar for 30 min. For all measurements, a
constant range of normal force of 5 ± 2 N was applied by automatically adjusting the gap to ensure
proper contact between the sample and plates. A thermal treatment of 20 min at 200 °C was
applied to the PNHTI-based samples and 180 °C for the PCL-based samples prior to conditioning
at the measurement temperature to eliminate potential differences in the degrees of curing and
to eliminate any surface roughness of the highly cross-linked sample. Stress relaxation data for all
samples were collected at a step strain of 1% (within linear viscoelastic regime). The relaxation
modulus G(t) was monitored for various amount of time depending on the temperature.
Frequency sweeps for the samples were carried out at 1% of strain in the frequency range from
100 rad/s to 0.001 rad/s.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermal stability studies were performed on a TA Instruments TGA Q500 instrument under a N 2
rich atmosphere. Samples were heated at 10 °C ·min-1 from 20 to 600 °C. Temperature calibration
was performed using the Curie points of high purity aluminum, nickel and perkalloy standards.
Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-NMR)
1

H-NMR spectroscopy measurements were performed on a 400 MHz Bruker Avance III

spectrometer at 25 °C, with a spectral width of 6402 Hz, a delay time of 5 s and a number of scans
of 64. Tetramethylsilane (TMS) was used as the standard (δ= 0 ppm).
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
DSC measurements were performed on a TA Instruments Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter
equipped with an RCS90 cooling accessory using aluminium hermetic pans. For each
measurement, 5-10 mg of sample was used. The sample was scanned twice from -80 °C to 200 °C
at a heating rate of 20 oC/min, followed by a cooling cycle in the sample temperature range at a
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rate of 20 °C/min. Tg was determined as the midpoint of the step in the heat flow curve, analysed
using TA Universal Analysis software.
Variable Temperature Infrared Spectroscopy (VT-IR)
VT-IR spectra were recorded on a JASCO Tensor 27 with Pike ATR temperature unit. For each
measurement, the sample was scanned from 40 °C to 200 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min under N2
flow. Background spectra at varying temperature were recorded under the same conditions and
subtracted from the recorded raw spectra using OriginLab to obtain the final spectra.
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Chapter 3

Structural Effects of Dynamic Linkers in
Internally Catalyzed Polyester Networks

Abstract: In Chapter 2, we reported a simple one-step procedure for the catalyst-free preparation
dynamic polyester networks based on the coupling of branched OH-end functional polyesters
(functionality = 3) by pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) or 2,5-bis(methoxy-carbonyl) benzene
sulfonic acid. This synthetic procedure imparts the resulting networks with carboxylic acid and
sulfonic acid groups ortho to the ester bond and yields fast-relaxing networks. Here further
research is presented on the structural effect of dynamic linkers in such networks by using the
bromo-substituted and aliphatic analogues of abovementioned linkers, and compare the stress
relaxation, reversibility, and hydrolytic stability of the polyester networks. Both aliphatic and
aromatic sulfonic acid containing networks show fast relaxation while aliphatic carboxylic acid
shows decreased efficiency compared to its aromatic analogue. The PCL-based acid containing
networks suffers from hydrolytic instability due to low Tg of the backbone, and with PNHTI, a semiaromatic co-polyester with a Tg of 40 oC, the polyester networks retain moduli after being kept in
75% relatively humidity at room temperature for over one month.
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3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we presented internally catalyzed polyester networks with carboxylic and sulfonic
acid functionalities ortho to ester groups and showed their accelerated stress relaxation rate
compared to the externally catalyzed reference network. Here we present further research on the
structural effects of dynamic linkers on the stress relaxation and reversibility of such networks.
Our approach is to use the simple one-pot catalyst-free synthesis to couple tri-functional OH-end
polyester chains with varying di-functional linkers. In Chapter 2, only aromatic linkers were
studied, to broaden the scope of internal acid catalyzed networks, aromatic, aliphatic and bromosubstituted linkers are employed to incorporate neighboring functional groups into the polyester
network. The stress relaxation, reversibility of stress relaxation and the hydrolytic stability of the
resulting networks are subject to study. (Scheme 3-1).
Scheme 3-1 Chemical structures of triols and dynamic linkers employed to synthesize dynamic
polyester network with neighboring acid groups.

3.2 Results and discussion
Network synthesis
Networks containing pendent neighboring carboxylic acid groups were prepared from the
polyesters by reaction with pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA), butane-1,2,3,4-tetracarboxylic
dianhydride (TBDA) or dibromopyromellitic dianhydride (Br-PMDA) as the coupling agent (see
Scheme 3-1), gelation occurred within 10 hours of reaction in toluene at 100 C (without the use
of any additional catalyst). Networks containing neighboring sulfonic acid groups were prepared
from the polyesters by a condensation reaction with 2,5-bis(methoxy-carbonyl) benzene sulfonic
acid (aromatic SO3H) or 1,4-dimethoxy-1,4-dioxobutane-2-sulfonic acid (aliphatic SO3H) (see
Scheme 3-1); this transesterification was carried out overnight in toluene at 100 C and required
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effective removal of methanol by argon flow. After removal of solvent under reduced pressure, the
dry products were compression molded at 160–180 C for shear rheology. For all the networks, a
ratio r = nOH/nlinker = 2.4 was employed to obtain sufficiently cross-linked networks and we learned
from Chapter 2 that the stress relaxation rate does not depend on the stoichiometry of network
syntheses for such internally catalyzed dissociative networks. The gel fractions (> 89 wt%, Table
3-1) of all samples were estimated by extraction with tetrahydrofuran at room temperature; these
high gel fractions confirm the near full completion of the cross-linking reactions. All PCL-based
carboxylic and sulfonic acid containing networks are thermally stable up to 230 oC, ensuring a
wide temperature window to study stress relaxation without complication of thermal
degradation.
Table 3-1Thermal properties and gel content of PCL-based polyester networks with different linkers
with r = nOH/nlinker = 2.4.

‡

Linker

Td5(oC)‡

Tg (oC) DSC

Swelling ratio※

Gel content※ (%)

TBDA

302

-42

3.9

92%

PMDA

253

-40

3.8

94%

Br-PMDA

251

-12

4.2

90%

Aromatic SO3H

234

-41

5.4

89%

Aliphatic SO3H

231

-39

5.2

90%

Td5 is the onset degradation temperature at 5 % weight loss.

※determined

in THF at room temperature.

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) measurements using shear rheology of the PCLbased samples further confirmed the network formation. Figure 3-1 shows that all PCL-based
networks have relatively steady rubbery plateau G’ varying from 30 to 200 oC, indicative of similar
cross-link density for all the networks that’s independent of temperature. This temperature
independence of G’ is in good agreement with our previous findings that despite being mainly
dissociative in nature, the equilibrium shift was insignificant for neighboring acid catalyzed
polyester networks, resulting in associative or vitrimer-like behavior.
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Figure 3-1 DMTA curves of PCL-based networks prepared by different linkers measured at a heating rate of
3C/min and ω = 1 Hz, where the solid lines represent the storage modulus G’ and dotted lines represent the
loss modulus G’’.

Stress relaxation and reversibility
Stress relaxation experiments revealed the dynamic nature of these polyester networks. For
analysis of the relaxation processes, relaxation moduli G(t) was normalized against their value at
t = 1 s, which was taken to be the apparent plateau value (G0) after applying a step strain of 1%.
Normalized relaxation moduli for all-COOH and -SO3H containing networks are shown in Figure
3-2 and full stress relaxation is observed. Furthermore, the stress relaxations in five different
networks can all be adequately described by a stretched Maxwell model (i.e., the dashed lines in
Figure 3-2 are the stretched Maxwell model fits using Eq 3-1). The characteristic stress relaxation
time (τ*) is then identified as the point in time at which the normalized relaxation modulus
(G(t)/G0) reaches e-1 (or ~37%).1-4
𝐺(𝑡)
𝐺(𝑡=1𝑠)

1𝑠 𝛽

𝑡

𝜏∗

𝜏∗

𝛽

= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (( ) − ( ) )

(Eq 3-1)

For all PCL-based networks, the relaxation curve shifts to shorter timescale as temperature
increases, as a result of accelerated exchange reactions. To better compare the stress relaxation
of different networks, the temperature dependence of each network is presented in Figure 3-2f
as Arrhenius plots, constructed by plotting relaxation time τ* acquired at each temperature versus
1000/T (for the fitted values of τ* and β, see Table 3-2). The corresponding activation energy Ea
can also be derived from the slope of the plot using the following equation (Eq 3-2), the Arrhenius
parameters are summarized in Table 3-3.
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𝜏 ∗ = 𝜏0 𝑒 −𝐸𝑎/𝑅𝑇

(Eq 3-2)

Figure 3-2 Step-stress relaxation experiments (1% strain) on polyester networks with r =nOH/nlinker = 2.4
at 180 oC on PCL-based network with (a) aromatic SO3H, (b) aliphatic SO3H, (c) PMDA, (d) TBDA and (e)
Br-PMDA as dynamic linker. (f) Arrhenius plots of PCL-based networks with linkers from (a) to (e). The
intersections of the horizontal dotted lines with the stress relaxation curves indicate the points where
G(t)/G(t=1s) = 1/e and t = τ*.
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Table 3-2 Fit parameters of stress relaxation curves of PCl-based networks using equation 3-1.

Linker

Temperature (oC)

τ*(s)

β

120

70072

0.65

140

17815

0.74

160

4752

0.78

180

1563

0.87

120

8145

0.79

140

2483

0.81

160

776

0.86

180

287

0.89

120

4298

0.83

140

1566

0.85

160

440

0.87

180

141

0.86

120

1717

0.67

140

425

0.71

160

195

0.77

180

65

0.85

120

2993

0.72

140

681

0.74

160

119

0.84

180

39

0.90

TBDA

PMDA

Br-PMDA

Aromatic SO3H

Aliphatic SO3H

For COOH containing networks, the introduction of two bromo substituents result in enhanced
relaxation rate compared to PMDA, whereas for the TBDA network (aliphatic COOH), stress
relaxation was much slower. The activation energies, both of aromatic COOH containing networks
prepared from PMDA and Br-PMDA have similar values of 83 and 87 kJ/mol, respectively, while the
aliphatic COOH containing network with TBDA as dynamic linker has a Ea of 94 kJ/mol, slightly
higher compared to its aromatic analogues. For the SO3H containing networks, both aliphatic and
aromatic sulfonic acid relax stresses faster than carboxylic acid networks, while aliphatic SO3H
shows higher temperature dependence with a Ea of 109 kJ/mol, nearly 30 kJ/mol higher than to
that of its aromatic analogue.
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Table 3-2 Arrhenius parameters for stress relaxation of PCL-based networks.a

a

Linker

τ0 (ns)

Ea (kJmol-1)

TBDA

20.6 ± 0.3

94 ± 1

PMDA

78.0 ± 1.2

83 ± 1

Br-PMDA

15.3 ± 0.9

87 ± 4

Aromatic SO3H

57.4 ± 4.9

Aliphatic SO3H

8.8 ± 0.5 ∙10

78 ± 5
-3

109 ± 5

The characteristic relaxation times were fitted to the equation: 𝜏 ∗ = 𝜏0 𝑒 −𝐸𝑎/𝑅𝑇

In Chapter 2, we studied the “permanency” of the reversibility of the networks by subjecting
samples to four stress relaxation cycles and showed that the stress relaxation of carboxylic acid
containing networks slow down after each cycle of measurement, while sulfonic acid containing
network show maintained relaxation time after even four cycles. Here we use the same approach
to evaluate all the networks (except TBDA due to its limited relaxation rate) by measuring four
cycles of 1800 s of stress relaxation at 180 oC with 1% step strain. The normalized relaxation curves
are presented in Figure 3-3. From these results it is immediately clear that stress relaxation
remains the same in the -SO3H containing networks prepared from both aromatic and aliphatic
linkers (Figure 3-3c and Figure 3-3d) but becomes slower with increasing number of cycles in the
cases of the -COOH containing networks (Figure 3-3a and Figure 3-3b). For Br-PMDA network, the
relaxation time at 180 oC for the 4th cycle is ~260 s, 1.8 times that of the 1st cycle, showing improved
permanency of network reversibility compared to PMDA network as the relaxation time for the 4th
cycle is ~ 1000 s, 2.5 times that of the first one. As the impaired dynamic behavior of COOH
containing networks most likely result from the further esterification and loss of carboxylic acid
groups, Br-PMDA is less prone to further esterification probably due to steric hindrance introduced
by the bulky bromo groups.
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Figure 3-3 Cycles of step-strain stress relaxation experiments at 180C on PCL-based polyester
networks with r =nOH/nlinker = 2.4 with (a) PMDA, (b) Br-PMDA, (c) aliphatic SO3H and (d) aromatic SO3H
as dynamic linker.

Hydrolytic stability

Figure 3-4 Photos of (a) PCL-based PMDA newtork one day after compression molding and (b) PCLbased (left) aromatic sulfonic acid network and (right) PMDA network, one month after compression
molding and kept under ambient conditions.

A major concern about incorporating neighboring acid groups to polymer networks is the
hydrolytic instability because acid groups are highly efficient catalysts for ester hydrolysis. We
noted that the PCL-based networks, especially the ones with internal sulfonic acid groups,
softened and even disintegrated under ambient conditions (Figure 3-4), indicating the loss of
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network integrity probably caused by acid catalyzed hydrolysis of the ester linkages. However,
PCL is potentially more prone to hydrolysis due to its low Tg, compared to other industrially
relevant polymer backbones, allowing water uptake under ambient conditions and providing
mobility of small molecules within the network. Hence, we envisaged improved hydrolytic
stability when employing a “hard” backbone PNHTI (Figure 3-1) owing to its semi-aromatic nature
and relatively high Tg around 40 oC.

Figure 3-5 DMTA curves of PNHTI-based polyester networks before and after one month of humidity
treatment with (a) aromatic sulfonic acid, (b) aliphatic sulfonic acid, (c) PMDA (d) TBDA and (e) Br-PMDA
as dynamic linker.
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PNHTI-based networks were synthesized using five different linkers subject to this study and
DMTA measurements were performed within 24 hours of compression molding to record the
modulus of the pristine samples. After the measurement, the samples were kept in a humidity
chamber (relatively humidity ~ 75%) at room temperature for 29-31 days. Figure 3-5 compares
the DMTA curves of PNHTI-based networks before and after one month of humidity treatment and
no significant loss of G’ was observed, suggesting limited hydrolysis.

3.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the strategy of preparing dynamic polyester networks
through internal catalysis by neighboring acid group ortho to ester bond can be extended also to
aliphatic linkers. We used bromo-substitute aromatic Br-PMDA, PMDA and aliphatic TBDA to
prepare networks with internal carboxylic acid groups. The network synthesized with Br-PMDA
showed enhanced stress relaxation compared to PMDA while the aliphatic analogue TBDA led to
slower yet full stress relaxation. This allows thermally reversible cross-linking of maleated
polymers such as maleated ethylene/propylene copolymers as previously reported by van Duin
and co-workers where rheological aspects of such systems were not studied in details.5 For the
internal sulfonic acid groups, we showed the stress relaxation of aliphatic sulfonic acid has a
higher temperature dependency and relaxed stress faster compared to the aromatic one at higher
temperature, while both networks showed persistent reversibility and the relaxation time
remained nearly the same after up to four cycles of measurements. Lastly, we evaluated the
hydrolytic stability of internally catalyzed polyester networks and showed maintained network
integrity of the networks based on a semi-aromatic industrially relevant co-polyester. Internal
catalysis has become an important strategy in designing dynamic polymers, and we hope to have
shown its broadened applicability and tunability with structurally different dynamic linkers.

3.4 Experimental details
Materials
Reagents and solvents were used as received without purification unless otherwise stated.
Tri-arm polycaprolactone star polymer (OH value=87.05 mg/KOH/g and acid value=0.05
mg/KOH/g) was kindly provided by Perstorp. Polyester triol with copolymer of neopentyl glycol,
hexanediol, isophthalic and terephthalic (PNHTI, OH value=41.70 mg/KOH/g and acid value=2.00
mg/KOH/g) was kindly provided by DSM Coating Resins. Amberlyte IR120 Plus Hydrogen ion
exchange resin, pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA, 97%), 2-sulfosuccinic acid (99%), pyromellitic
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acid (96%), Br2 (99%) and NaOH (99%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Toluene and methanol
were purchased from Biosolve and kept on 3 Å molecular sieves to maintain dryness.
Synthesis
Synthesis of dibromopyromellitic dianhydride (Br-PMDA)6

To a 100 mL round bottom flask equipped with a stirring bar, 4 g of pyromellitic acid (0.0157 mol)
was charged together with 20 mL of demi water, followed by the addition of 2.52 g of NaOH (0.63
mol). Once a homogeneous solution was formed, 2.4 mL of Br2 was slowly added to the flask in a
drop-wise fashion and the reaction continued for 48 hours under slow N 2 flow. The white
precipitate was then collected, and solution was acidified with 37% HCl to form Br-pyromellitic
acid as precipitate. The solid was then combined and washed under vacuum filtration with water
and dried in vacuum oven at 80 oC to obtain the Br-pyromellitic acid as white powder (yield = 75%).
To another round bottom flask equipped with a stirring bar, 1 g of Br-pyromellitic acid was added
together with 10 mL of acetic anhydride/acetic acid mixture (V/V=50%/50%). Then the mixture was
heated to reflux under Argon flow overnight. Then precipitate was then filtered under vacuum and
washed with 3 mL DCM, followed by drying in vacuum oven at 80 oC overnight to afford the product
as slightly brown powder (overall yield = 33%).
C NMR (101MHz, Acetone-d6): δ(ppm) = 122, 138, 161

13

Synthesis of 1,4-dimethoxy-1,4-dioxobutane-2-sulfonic acid (aliphatic SO3H linker)

To a 50 mL round bottom flask, 10 g (0.0353 mol) of 2-sulfosuccinic acid solution (v = 70%) was
added and water was removed by freeze drying. Then to this flask, 10 mL of methanol was
introduced under argon flow together with a stirring bar. The mixture was stirred at 64 oC
overnight. Excess of methanol was then removed under reduced pressure to afford the product as
a colorless oil with 94 % yield.
H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3): δ(ppm) = 3.11 (dd, 2H, COCH2C), 3.71 (s, 3H, CH3OCO), 3.82 (s, 3H,

1

CH3OCO), 4.30 (t, 1H, SO3H-CH)
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Synthesis of 2,5-bis(methoxy-carbonyl) benzene sulfonic acid (aromatic SO3H linker)
To acidify the sodium salt, 4 g (14.9 mmol) of monosodium 2-sulfoterephthalate was dissolved in
demineralized water and led through a column filled with Amberlyte IR-120 Plus Hydrogen ion
exchange resin at room temperature. Water was partly removed under reduced pressure and 2sulphoterephthalic acid was obtained by freeze drying as a white powder. Then the 2sulfoterephthalic acid was introduced under argon flow to a 50 mL round bottom flask equipped
with a stir bar. To the flask, 20 mL of methanol was charged, and the resulting solution was left
refluxing for 16 hours. Methanol was then removed in vacuo to afford the product as a yellow solid
with 95 % yield.
H NMR (400MHz, DMSO-d6): δ(ppm) = 3.74 (s, 3H, CH3-O), 3.89 (s, 3H, CH3-O), 7.42-7.45 (d, 1H, Ar-

1

H), 7.90-7.96 (d, 1H, Ar-H), 8.29-8.32 (s, 1H, Ar-H)
Synthesis of PCL/COOH and PNHTI/COOH networks
For PCL-based networks: in a typical reaction, 10 g (5.18 mmol) of the tri-arm polycaprolactone
star polymer and 30 mL of toluene were charged to a 100 mL round bottom flask equipped with a
stir bar under argon flow and stirred at 80 °C until a homogeneous solution was formed. Then 1.41
g (6.47 mmol) of PMDA as linker was added and the resulting mixture was left reacting at 100 °C
for 3 to 10 hours. Toluene was then removed in vacuo at 100 °C overnight to yield the product as a
colorless to slightly yellow solid. For TBDA and Br-PMDA networks, 1.282 g (6.47 mmol) of TBDA
and 2.43 g (6.47 mmol) of Br-PMDA were used, respectively, instead of PMDA.
For PNHTI-based network, similar procedure was used with longer reaction time of overnight.
Synthesis of PCL/SO3H and PNHTI/SO3H networks
For PCL-based networks: in a typical reaction, 10 g (5.18 mmol) of the tri-arm polycaprolactone
star polymer, 1.77 g (6.47 mmol) of aromatic SO3H linker or 1.46 g (6.47 mmol) of aliphatic SO3H
linker was charged to a 100 mL round bottom flask together with 30 mL toluene, and toluene was
removed under reduced pressure to dry the reaction mixture. This procedure was repeated,
followed by the addition of 30 mL toluene as the reaction solvent. The reaction proceeded under
argon flow at 100 °C overnight. Toluene was then removed in vacuo at 100 °C overnight to yield a
colorless to slightly yellow solid as the product.
For PNHTI-based network, similar procedure was used with longer reaction time of 24 hours.
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Characterization
Gel fraction and swelling ratio determination
Approximately 0.1 g of the dry network was weighed and swollen in 20 mL of CHCl 3 and kept for 3
days at room temperature, the sample was subsequently filtered and dried in a vacuum oven at
100 °C for 24 hours. The gel fraction was calculated with the equation (Eq S1), where minitial is the
mass of the sample before extraction and mdry is the mass after extraction and drying:
𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦
gel fraction (%) =
∗ 100
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
where minitial is the mass of the sample before extraction and mdry is the mass after extraction and
drying.
For the swelling ratio tests, a weighed sample of approximately 50 mg of the dry network was
swollen in 20 mL of THF and kept at room temperature for 3 days, the sample was then removed
from the solvent, gently tapped with dry filter paper, and weighed again. The swelling ratio was
calculated with the equation:
swelling ratio =

𝑚𝑠𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

where minitial is the mass of the sample before swelling test and mswollen is the mass of the swollen
sample.
Shear rheology
All rheological measurements were carried out on a strain-controlled AR-G2 rheometer with an
ETC oven setup (TA Instruments) and parallel-plate geometry. A typical sample for rheology
measurements was approximately 8 mm in diameter and 0.8 mm thick, prepared by compression
molding the dry product at 160 °C and a pressure of 100 bar for 30 min. For all measurements, a
constant range of normal force of 2 ± 1 N was applied by automatically adjusting the gap to ensure
proper contact between the sample and plates. A thermal treatment of 20 min at 180 °C was
applied to the PNHTI-based samples and 180 °C for the PCL-based samples prior to conditioning
at the measurement temperature to eliminate potential differences in the degrees of curing and
to eliminate any surface roughness of the highly cross-linked sample. Stress relaxation data for all
samples were collected at a step strain of 1% (within linear viscoelastic regime). The relaxation
modulus G(t) was monitored for various amount of time depending on the temperature. For DMTA
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measurements, a temperature ramp from 30 to 200 °C was programmed with a heating rate of 3
°C ·min-1 at a frequency of 1 Hz.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermal stability studies were performed on a TA Instruments TGA Q500 instrument under a N 2
rich atmosphere. Samples were heated at 10 °C ·min-1 from 20 to 600 °C. Temperature calibration
was performed using the Curie points of high purity aluminum, nickel and perkalloy standards.
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)
1

H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectroscopy measurements were performed on a 400 MHz Bruker Avance

III spectrometer at 25 °C (100 MHz for 13C NMR), with a spectral width of 6402 Hz, a delay time of 5
s and a number of scans of 64. Tetramethylsilane (TMS) was used as the standard (δ= 0 ppm).
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
DSC measurements were performed on a TA Instruments Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter
equipped with an RCS90 cooling accessory using aluminium hermetic pans. For each
measurement, 5-10 mg of sample was used. The sample was scanned twice from -80 °C to 200 °C
at a heating rate of 20 oC/min, followed by a cooling cycle in the sample temperature range at a
rate of 20 °C/min. Tg was determined as the midpoint of the step in the heat flow curve, analyzed
using TA Universal Analysis software.
Hydrolytic stability test with home-built humidity chamber
The humidity chamber was built based on the glass desiccator, in which saturated solution of
NaCl(aq) was placed next to the hygrometer to monitor the temperature and relative humidity.
The compression molded samples were placed in the desiccator next to the salt solution and the
relative humidity was stabilized over 1 days to reach ~ 75%. The temperature ramp (DMTA) was
measured within 24 hours of compression molding, then the samples were kept in the humidity
chamber for 29 – 31 days for the next DMTA measurement (see shear rheology section).
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Chapter 4

Dynamic Polyamide Networks via AmideImide Exchange
Abstract: The diamide-imide equilibrium was successfully exploited for the synthesis of dynamic
covalent polymer networks in which a dissociative bond exchange mechanism leads to high
processibility at temperatures above ≈110°C. Upon heating a dissociative network, the viscosity
may also decrease due to a shift of the chemical equilibrium; in such materials the balance
between processibility and excessive flow is important. In this study, a network is prepared that
upon heating to above ≈110°C dissociates to a significant extent due to a shift in the amide-imide
equilibrium of a bisimide, pyromellitic diimide, in combination with poly(tetrahydrofuran)
diamines. At room temperature, the resulting materials are elastic rubbers with a tensile modulus
of 2-10 MPa, and they become predominantly viscous above a temperature of approximately 110
°C which is dependent on the stoichiometry of the components. The diamide-imide equilibrium
was studied in model reactions with NMR, and variable temperature IR was used to investigate the
temperature dependence of the equilibrium in the network. The temperature dependent
mechanical properties of the networks were found to be fully reversible, and the material could
be reprocessed several times without loss in properties such as modulus or strain at break. The
high processibility of these networks at elevated temperatures creates opportunities in additive
manufacturing applications such as selective laser sintering.

This chapter is based on published work:
Chen, Y.‡; Zhang, H.‡; Majumdar, S.; van Benthem, R. A. T. M.; Heuts, J. P. A., Sijbesma, R. P., Dynamic
Polyamide

Networks
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Amide–Imide

Exchange.

Macromolecules.

2021.

(ASAP)

DOI:

10.1021/acs.macromol.1c01389. (‡ Equal contribution)
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4.1 Introduction
Dynamic covalent networks (DCNs) are polymer networks that combine advantages of thermosets
and thermoplastic polymers due to the presence of chemically reversible cross-links. While DCNs
possess typical features of thermosets, such as chemical resistance and dimensional stability,
they may obtain thermoplastic characteristics under an external stimulus1-2 such as heat1, 3-5 or
light,6-9 which allows them to be recycled and reprocessed. In the past decade, a large variety of
reversible chemical reactions has been explored for the synthesis of DCNs, including
cycloadditions,10-13
exchange,

16-18

transesterification,4

thiol-thioester exchange,

19

transamination,14

olefin

siloxane-silanol exchange,

20

metathesis,15

disulfide

imine-amine exchange21

and other reactions.22
Many reversible reactions used in the synthesis of DCNs are associative in nature 22, and the
resulting materials have been coined ‘vitrimers’, because their temperature dependent viscosity
follows Arrhenius behavior, reminiscent of that of SiO2 glass.23 Because the cross-link density is
constant, vitrimers generally are solvent resistant and retain structural integrity even at high
temperatures. In dissociative DCNs, the cross-link density decreases with temperature due to a
shift of the equilibrium. Nevertheless, an Arrhenius relationship between viscosity and
temperature exists when the fraction of dissociated functional groups remains small. 24 If a
significant fraction of exchangeable groups dissociates upon heating, the viscosity drops more
strongly with temperature, following WLF (Williams-Landell-Ferry) behavior, similar to what is
found for linear polymers around and above their glass transition temperature.25 Such dissociative
networks offer the prospect of having a low viscosity regime that facilitates melt processing, but
excessive dissociation will give rise to undesirable flow. The challenge in these materials is to
strike a balance between processibility and material integrity to provide a sufficiently wide
processing window.24-25
Recently, neighboring group participation has been introduced as a strategy to accelerate
exchange reactions in DCNs.26-27 Involvement of a functional group close to the exchanging moiety
increases the reaction rate by providing a low free energy pathway to exchange via formation of a
cyclic intermediate, a dissociative process. In their seminal work, Du Prez and coworkers showed
a neighboring carboxylic acid group participated transesterification of a phthalic acid derivative
via a reactive anhydride intermediate.28 Faster transesterification in networks with neighboring
group participation resulted in higher stress relaxation rates as compared to analogous networks
without the ortho carboxylic acid group. Subsequently, our group incorporated an ortho sulfonic
acid group as neighboring group in aromatic polyesters,29 resulting in even faster relaxation and
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improved recyclability. Temperature dependent relaxation showed Arrhenius behavior for these
networks, which are therefore vitrimer-like. Arrhenius like relaxation behavior was also reported
in dissociative DCNs based on transamidation with neighboring group participation in an
acetoacetyl based amide.30 Although the introduction of neighboring groups in these networks
has led to faster dynamics, accessing the low viscosity regime of dissociative networks also
requires tuning thermodynamics. The equilibrium must be shifted to the cyclic intermediate in
order to lower the crosslink density at high temperatures.
Scheme 4-1 (a) Diamide-imide exchange reaction and (b) proposed network rearrangement using the
diamide-imide exchange reaction as dynamic motif.

In the current chapter, we introduce DCNs based on transamidation via a relatively stable imide
intermediate and we show that these networks combine substantial exchange rates at
intermediate temperatures with a pronounced shift in the diamide-imide equilibrium that leads
to network dissociation at high temperatures (Scheme 4-1). Facile reaction of phthalimides with
alkylamines in the aminolysis of phthalimide31 and the decrosslinking at high temperature under
vacuum of polyimides cross-linked with diamines32 have been reported in the literature. These
precedents encouraged us to explore the diamide-imide equilibrium, firstly in a small molecule
model reaction and then used in dynamic covalent networks formed from dianhydrides and
diamines. The dynamic nature and flow properties of the networks are studied as a function of
temperature.
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4.2 Results and discussion
Model reaction
To study the temperature dependence of the diamide-imide equilibrium, model reactions were
performed using N-octylphthalimide (I) and octylamine (II) in toluene-d8. (Figure 4-1a) between
25 and 100 oC. The progression of this reaction was monitored by 1H NMR and the concentrations
of I, II, and the product N1,N2-dioctylphthalamide (III) were determined based on the integrals of
the NMR peaks (Figure 4-1b). The reaction was considered to reach the equilibrium state once the
concentrations of compounds remained constant over time. As shown in Figure 1c for a reaction
temperature of 60 oC, the concentration of I gradually decreased over time while the
concentration of III increased; after around 250 h, the concentrations no longer changed. Similar
experiments as those shown in Figure 4-1 were carried out at several different temperatures
between 25 and 100C and after achieving equilibrium, the equilibrium constants, K, were
determined as

K=

[III]
[I][II]

(Eq 4-1)

and the results are summarized in Table .

Figure 4-1 Model reaction of N-octylphthalimide (I) and octylamine (II) in toluene-d8 ([I]0 = 0.0503
mol∙L-1 and [II]0 = 0.1278 mol∙L-1). (a) Reaction scheme of the model reaction in which characteristic
protons are highlighted. (b) 1H NMR spectra of the model reaction mixture at 60 oC showing the
evolutions of peak intensities of compound I, II and III and (c) the concentrations over time of
compounds I and III, determined from the peak intensities from the NMR spectra at 60 oC.
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Table 4-1 Equilibrium concentrations and equilibrium constants of N-octylphthalimide (I), octylamine
(II) and N1,N2-dioctylphthalamide (III) at varying temperatures.

Temp.

[I]eq

[III]eq

K

( C)

(mol·L )

(mol·L )

(mol·L )

(L ·mol)

25

0.0456

0.135

0.0122

1.98

60

0.0419

0.119

0.0084

1.68

80

0.0424

0.120

0.0079

1.55

90

0.0426

0.120

0.0077

1.51

100

0.0429

0.120

0.0074

1.43

o

[II]eq
-1

-1

-1

-1

It’s clear from the data that with increasing temperature the equilibrium shifts towards the imide.
The temperature dependence of this diamide-imide equilibrium was then further quantified by
plotting the Van ’t Hoff curve (Figure 4-2) of the above model reaction. In toluene, the equilibrium
constant K decreases with increasing temperature from 1.99 at 25 °C to 1.43 at 100 °C and shifts
towards the imide, which is in line with the literature.31, 33 The standard reaction enthalpy (∆H0)
and entropy (∆S0) were determined from the slope and intercept of the plot and resulted in ΔH0 =
-3.7 kJ·mol-1 and ΔS0 = -6.6 J·mol-1· K-1.

Figure 4-2 Van ’t Hoff plot of the model reaction of N-octylphthalimide (I) with octylamine (II) in
toluene-d8 with [I]0 = 0.0503 mol∙L-1 and [II]0 = 0.1278 mol∙L-1)

Synthesis of Dynamic Polyamide Networks
Based on the diamide-imide exchange reaction, a catalyst-free dynamic polyamide network was
designed and synthesized in three steps as shown in Scheme 4-2. In the first step, stoichiometric
amounts of poly(tetrahydrofuran)-diamine (PTHF-diamine) and pyromellitic dianhydride (PDMA)
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were reacted in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) for 30 min at ambient temperature to form
poly(amic acid)s.
Scheme 4-2 Three-step synthesis of the polyamide network.

The FTIR spectrum of the product after removal of THF (Figure 4-3a) confirmed full conversion of
anhydride to amic acid groups based on the disappearance of the anhydride bands at 1854 and
1775 cm-1. Subsequently, the poly(amic acid) was dissolved in THF and refluxed at 66 °C overnight
for imidization. After removal of the solvent, imidization was then completed by heating at 80 oC
in vacuo for 15 h. After drying, FTIR was performed to verify formation of imide from the
appearance of bands at 1780 and 1725 cm-1, 34 shown in Figure 4-3a.The number-average molar
mass, Mn, of the linear polyimide was determined with size exclusion chromatography in THF
(Figure 4-3b) to be 20 kgmol-1 relative to polystyrene standards.

Figure 4-3 (a) FTIR spectra of poly(amic acid), polyimide and polyamide network and (b) GPC of PTHFPMDA-1 polyimide, peak molecular weight of polyimide is 20 kg/mol with Đ = 1.8. The interaction
between the terminal amino groups with the column results in tailing of the chromatogram.
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To this linear polyimide various amounts of PTHF-diamine were added as cross-linker to form
polyamide-imide networks, denoted as PTHF-PMDA-X, where X represents the combined feeding
ratio of diamine to dianhydride, with X = 1 being the linear polyimide and X = 2 being the network
cross-linked with one additional equivalent of PTHF-diamine with respect to PMDA. Gel fractions
and swelling ratios were determined with a hydrogen bond-breaking solvent mixture MeOH/THF
for PTHF-PMDA-2, PTHF-PDMA-1.75 and PTHF-PMDA-1.5 networks (Table ), while the polyimide
PTHF-PMDA-1 was fully soluble (see Figure S4-5).

Figure 4-4 (a) TGA thermograms of PTHF-PMDA-X networks obtained using a heating ramp from 30 to
600 oC at a rate of 10 oC∙min-1 under N2 flow. (b) DSC thermograms of the second heating run traces of
PTHF-PMDA-X networks obtained using a ramping rate of 20 oC∙min-1. The networks presented are
PTHF-PMDA-X, with X = 2, 1.75 and 1.5.

Thermal properties of the networks were first studied by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). From the TGA results (Figure 4-4a), it can be concluded
that the networks are stable up to 200C and have a degradation temperature Td,5% ≥ 300C (see
Table ). Furthermore, the networks contain (probably PTHF) crystalline regions below 0C as can
be concluded from the cold-crystallization and melting peaks in the DSC thermograms (Figure
4-4a).
Table 4-2 Gel content, swelling ratio and thermal properties of PTHF-PMDA-X networks.

X=

Gel fraction※

Swelling ratio※

Td,5%‡

2

84%

2.3

319

1.75

82%

3.6

334

1.5

69%

4.4

349

※Measured

in methanol/THF mixture (V/V=50%/50%) at room temperature

‡ Determined as the temperature at which 5% of weight loss was observed
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Amide-imide Exchange in the Network
The diamide-imide equilibrium in the PTHF-PMDA-2 network was investigated with variable
temperature infrared spectroscopy (VT-IR) by monitoring the intensities of the diamide and imide
bands over a range of temperatures from 30 to 155 oC at a heating rate of 1 oC∙min-1. The IR spectra
in Figure 4-5a show the carbonyl bands of the imide at 1780 cm-1 and 1725 cm-1, and of the diamide
at 1630 cm-1 and 1550 cm-1.

Figure 4-5 (a) Carbonyl region in VT-IR spectra of PTHF-PMDA-2 network upon heating at a ramping
rate of 1 oC∙min-1 from 30 to 155 oC: the imide peak (1725 cm-1) increases and the diamide peaks (1630
and 1555 cm-1) decreases with increasing temperature. (b) Ratio between the intensities of diamide and
imide peaks as a function of temperature.

The position of the diamide bands indicate that the diamides are hydrogen bonded, probably
leading to aggregation of the tetraamides in columnar stacks similar in structure to those found
in tetraamide columnar liquid crystals,35 or benzenetriamide thermoplastic elastomers.36 As
shown in Figure 4-5b, the intensities of the diamide bands decrease, while those of imide the
bands increase upon heating. Above 140 oC the bands corresponding to the diamide groups
almost disappear, indicating the dissociation of the network. Similarly, the reformation of the
diamide bonds was studied by cooling the sample (see supplemental information, Figure S4-1).

(Thermo)Mechanical and Rheological Properties
To characterize the mechanical properties of the networks, dog-bone shaped samples were
prepared using a hot press at 125 oC for 30 min under a pressure of 100 bar and studied with tensile
testing and dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA). The results of these studies are shown
in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6 Stress-strain curves of PTHF-PMDA-X (with X = 2, 1.75 and 1.5) networks from tensile testing,
obtained at room temperature using a strain rate of 30 mm∙min -1. (b) Dynamic mechanical thermal
analysis curves of the same networks, at the heating rate of 3 oC∙min-1 from -60 to 180 oC and a
frequency of 1 Hz.

Tensile tests were carried out in triplicate and representative stress-strain curves at room
temperature are shown in Figure 4-6a. From these measurements it is clear that the Young's
modulus increases with increasing amount of cross-linking diamine in PTHF-PMDA-X: E  1 MPa
for X = 1.5, E  2 MPa for X = 1.75 and E  3 MPa for X = 2. Furthermore, the material with the lowest
amount of cross-linker, PTHF-PMDA-1.5, has a significantly higher elongation at break than the
other two materials. Qualitatively, these results are expected as a higher cross-link density leads
to stiffer materials. This is further confirmed by the DMTA results shown in Figure 4-6b, where the
increasing storage modulus of the rubbery plateau with increasing X is directly related to an
increasing cross-link density. It is interesting to note that only the least cross-linked network
showed a melting transition between -60 and 10C, while PTHF-PMDA-1.75 and PTHF-PMDA-2
remain amorphous (Figure 4-6b). The dog-bone shaped samples after compression molding were
all transparent, hence the crystallinity of the PTHF-PMDA-1.5 network might stem from the cold
crystallization of pendent (and/or free) PTHF chains during the conditioning step prior to DMTA
measurements as shown in Figure 4-6b. At temperatures above 120°C, the storage modulus drops
precipitously, indicative of the transition to viscous flow of the materials. Furthermore, there is a
shift to higher temperatures for this transition with increasing cross-link density. This viscous flow
is related to the dynamic character of the dynamic covalent networks. We hypothesize that the
abrupt transition is the combined (and possibly cooperative) effect of a shift in the diamide/imide
equilibrium and dissociation of tetraamide stacks. Since the nature of the exchange reactions is
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dissociative, the observed flow may be accompanied by a greater (or even complete)
disintegration of the network.

Figure 4-7 Shear rheology of PTHF-PMDA-2 network at 80, 90, 100, 110, 120 and 130 C. (a) Oscillatory
frequency sweep measurement: ω = 628 to 10-3 rads-1 at 0.1 % strain. (b) Step-transient stress
relaxation curves of the network at varying temperatures from 80 to 130 oC; a step strain of 1 % was
applied. The dashed lines represent the stretched exponential fitting using Eq 4-2.

The dynamic nature of the polyamide-imide networks was further investigated using shear
rheology with disk-shaped samples of 8 mm in diameter and 1 mm in thickness. The frequencydependent shear moduli at varying temperature of the PTHF-PMDA-2 network are presented in
Figure 4-7a. The significantly decreasing values for G' at higher frequencies for T > 120C are
consistent with an increased, but not a complete, disintegration of the network at higher
temperatures; if disintegration of the network were complete, a stronger frequency dependence
of the moduli would be expected, as well as G" > G' at high frequencies. The oscillatory frequency
sweep measurements further reveal the transient nature of the PTHF-PMDA network, evident by
the significant drop of G’ at lower frequencies (< 10-2 rads-1) for temperatures above and including
120 oC. At 130 °C, PTHF-PMDA-2 shows a crossover of G’ and G” at a frequency of 0.02 rads-1.
Similar results were obtained for PTHF-PMDA-1.5 and PTHF-PMDA-1.75 (see supplementary data
for more details).
Stress relaxation measurements of the PTHF-PMDA-2 network at temperatures between 80 to 130
C are shown in Figure 4-7b. As the temperature decreases, the relaxation curves shift to longer

o

time scales as the exchange reaction slows down and the equilibrium shifts towards diamide from
imide, resulting in a higher cross-link density and less network mobility. The relaxation behavior
cannot be adequately described by a Maxwell model (i.e., a single exponential decay), which
describes relaxation in many of the reported dynamic covalent networks quite well. 37-39 In a
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number of studies,40-43 a stretched exponential decay (Eq 4-2) was used to describe the relaxation
of the stress σ(t), where the exponent β is often considered as a factor taking into account the
dispersity in a particular relaxation mode, with characteristic relaxation time τ.44-45
𝑡

(Eq 4-2)

𝜎(𝑡) = 𝜎0 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−( )𝛽 }
𝜏

Although it is not possible to fit the relaxation data using this model over the entire range of times,
we nevertheless decided to use this relatively simple model to numerically characterize the stress
relaxation behavior. Since our primary interest lies in network relaxation caused by
transamidation characterized by longer relaxation times, data were fitted for t  10 s (see SI for
more details). The results of curve fitting using Eq 4-2 are shown in Figure 4-7b and the best-fit
values of each parameter is summarized in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3 Fit parameters of stress relaxation curves of PTHF-PMDA-X networks using Eq 4-2.
Network

X=2

X = 1.75

X = 1.5

Temp.

σ0 (kPa)

β

τ(s)

σ0 (kPa)

β

τ(s)

80 C

29

0.06

0.39

10

90 oC

13

0.13

2.1·104

100 C

12

0.13

4

110 oC

7.7

120 oC
130 C

o

o

o

σ0 (kPa)

β

τ(s)

0.25

4

1.3∙10

9.5

0.37

1.5∙104

9.6

0.27

9.3∙103

9.4

0.39

9.7∙103

1.8·10

8.5

0.29

3

4.5∙10

8.3

0.43

5.0∙103

0.27

1.3·104

6.6

0.34

2.0∙103

6.1

0.48

2.1∙103

4.8

0.36

1.9·103

4.0

0.44

5.2∙102

3.3

0.57

4.4∙102

4.4

0.31

98

1.8

0.44

1.3∙10

1.8

0.58

1.1∙102

2

Adequate fits are obtained at longer times, but at most temperatures, relaxation below t = 10 s is
strongly underestimated, indicating that separate, faster relaxation modes are important at short
time scales. These modes are more important at lower temperatures and are responsible for the
aberrant fit results at 80C, with an unrealistically low value of 0.39 s for τ in PTHF-PMDA-2. At this
temperature, a large contribution of the faster modes around t  10 s overlaps strongly with
relaxation through transamidation and obscures the dynamic covalent relaxation time. Above
80C, the data follow the trends expected for a thermally activated chemical exchange in
combination with a shift in the diamide-imide equilibrium to lower the cross-link density. Fitted
relaxation times and the values of 0 continuously decrease with increasing temperatures, and
the values of fitted 0 are close to the stresses observed in oscillatory shear rheology at a strain of
1% and ω= 6.28 rads-1 (see supplemental data, Figure S4-2). The very low values for β, however,
indicate a very high dispersity of relaxation times and suggests that relaxation at longer timescales
is also a complex process that may involve dissociation of hydrogen bonded aggregates in
addition to the contribution from transamidation. A more detailed calculation of the retardation
spectra is non-trivial,46 and is beyond the scope of the current study. The creep response of the
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materials was investigated by applying a constant shear stress of 10 kPa to the material for 1200 s
at varying temperatures and monitoring the strain as a function of time. The results for PTHFPMDA-2 are shown in Figure 4-8a (for the other two systems, see Figure S4-3).

Figure 4-8 Shear rheology of PTHF-PMDA-X networks at 80 to 130 oC. (a) Creep results for PTHF-PMDA2 at a constant stress of 104 Pa. (b) Comparison of strain rates of viscous flow (derived from the strain
rate data acquired in (a) using t > 200 s) for different PTHF-PMDA-X networks (where X = 2, 1.75, 1.5).

To better compare the three materials, the strain rates were determined from the strain-time
curves for 200 s onwards and are shown as a function of temperature in Figure 4-8a. The strain
rates for all three networks increase drastically above 110 oC with a higher temperature
dependence, evident from the steeper slope in Figure 4-8b (for the creep results of X = 1.75 and
1.5, see supplemental data Figure S4-4). The temperature at which these changes occur
corresponds to the transition to viscous flow as observed in the DMTA thermograms (Figure 4-6b).
Creep recovery experiments on PTHF-PMDA-2 network were performed to further examine the
nature of strain. In all systems, below 110 oC, less than 3% strain is observed after the initial
response, more than 90% of which is recovered after release of stress.
Table 4-4 Maximum strain and non-recoverable strain obtained from creep recovery measurements
of PTHF-PMDA-2 network at varying temperatures, conditions as in Figure S4-6.
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Temperature (oC)

Max. strain (%)

Non-recoverable strain (%)

25

1.1

0.02

80

2.5

0.09

90

2.6

0.06

100

2.4

0.13

110

2.8

0.28

120

6.5

2.0

130

31

22

Reprocessibility and Reversibility of Dynamic Poly(amide-imide) Networks
To confirm the reprocessablity of the dynamic poly(amide-imide) networks, the PTHF-PMDA-2
samples were shredded, and compression molded for three cycles. The stress-strain curves of the
samples after each reprocessing cycle presented in Figure 4-9a show there is neither a significant
loss in the Young’s modulus nor in the elongation at break.

Figure 4-9 (a) Stress-strain curves of PTHF-PMDA-2 network with three cycles of reprocessing by
shredding and compression molding the samples at 125 oC, acquired by tensile testing at the strain rate
of 30 mm∙min-1 at room temperature. (b) Reversibility of the network dissociation / reformation was
studied using shear rheology for 6 cycles of heating and cooling from 80 to 140 oC at the rate of 1 oC∙min1
(strain of 1 % and ω =6.28 rads-1).

Furthermore, the reversibility of the network was studied using oscillatory shear rheology to heat
and cool the sample for 6 cycles at a rate of 1 oC∙min-1 and a strain of 1 % and ω = 6.28 rads-1. As
can be seen from Figure 4-9b, the temperature dependences of the moduli remain the same, and
despite some hysteresis in the reformation of the network upon cooling, the network fully restores
given sufficient time, allowing processing, or reprocessing of the network without significant loss
of mechanical properties.

4.3 Conclusions
A novel type of dissociative dynamic covalent network has been synthesized by making use of the
dynamic equilibrium between diamides and imides derived from pyromellitic dianhydride. Above
80 oC, the networks show significant stress relaxation due to chemical exchange of amides via
imide intermediates. The temperature dependence of the diamide-imide equilibrium leads to a
significant, but fully reversible reduction of cross-link density in the network above 110 oC. These
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features result in a moldable material with a strong drop in viscosity at high temperatures that
aids its (re)processing. Probably as a result of extensive hydrogen bonding and aggregation of the
tetraamide, viscosity loss is limited, and material integrity is retained at intermediate
temperatures. We expect that the amide-imide chemistry demonstrated in this chapter will find
use in applications where temporarily reaching low viscosities is important, e.g., improving
interfacial adhesion in additive manufacturing techniques such as fused filament fabrication.

4.4 Experimental details
Materials
Reagents and solvents were used as received without purification unless otherwise stated.
Poly(tetrahydrofuran) bis(3-aminopropyl) terminated (PTHF-diamine, Mn = 1100 g/mol)
pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA, 97%), phthalic anhydride (>99%), octylamine (99%) were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Tetrahydrofuran and toluene were purchased from Biosolve and
kept on 4 Å molecular sieves to maintain dryness.
Synthesis and model reaction
Synthesis of N-octylphthalimide

To a 50 mL round bottom flask, equipped with a stir bar, 1.5 g of phthalic anhydride (0.01 mol)
and 1.31 g (0.018 mol) of octylamine were added under argon flow, followed by addition of
10 mL of anhydrous THF. The reaction mixture was let to reflux for overnight and the
precipitate was then filtered, washed with 2 mL of anhydrous THF and dried in vacuo to afford
1.8 g of white powder as the product N-octylphthalimide with a yield of 87 %.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ(ppm) = 0.87 (t, 3H, CH3-CH2), 1.27 (m, 10H, CH3-

CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2), 1.65 (quint, 2H, N-CH2-CH2), 3.68 (t, 2H, N-CH2), 7.71 (dt, 2H, Ar-H), 7.84 (dt,
2H, Ar-H)
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Synthesis of PTHF-diamine based polyamide-imide network

The PTHF-PMDA network was synthesized in two steps. Firstly, PTHF-diamine was reacted
with PMDA to prepare a linear polyimide, followed by cross-linking with PTHF-diamine to
afford polyamide-imide network. To a 100 mL round-bottom flask equipped with a stirring
bar, 12 g of PTHF-diamine (0.0109 mol) was added and dried under vacuum at 100 °C for 6 h
to ensure dryness. To this flask, 10 mL of anhydrous THF was added and the mixture was
stirred until a homogeneous solution was obtained. Then, 2.38 g of pyromellitic dianhydride
(0.0109 mol, PMDA) was dissolved into 20 mL of THF in another 50 mL round-bottom flask to
prepare the PMDA solution in THF. The PMDA solution was then added into the solution of
PTHF-diamine dropwise at ambient temperature. The mixture was refluxed overnight at 66
°C under argon flow to afford poly(amic acid). Subsequently, THF was evaporated under

reduced pressure and poly(amic acid) was dried in vacuum at 80 °C for imidization. After 24
hours, IR spectrum was recorded to ensure the complete conversion of poly(amic acid) into
polyimide. In the second step, linear polyimide was divided into different batches and to each
batch of around 2 g of polymer, a different amount of dry PTHF-diamine (50, 75 and 100 mol%
relative to the PMDA in the polyimide) was added as cross-linker to form polyamide-imide
network with different network densities. For the cross-link reaction, PTHF-diamine was
mixed with the linear polyimide in 15 mL of THF in a 50 mL round-bottom flask equipped with
a stirring bar and argon flow. The reaction mixture was allowed to reflux overnight, followed
by the removal of solvent under reduced pressure. The crude product was then transferred
to a vacuum oven at 80 °C for 15 hours for further curing. The final products are slightly yellow
solid. Based on the feeding ratio, polyamide networks in this manuscript are denoted as:
PTHF-PMDA-X (X = 1, 1.5, 1.75 and 2), where X represents the total molar ratio of PTHFdiamine relative to the dianhydride, with X = 1 being the polyimide before cross-linking.
Model reactions of N-octylphthalimide and octylamine in toluene

To a 10 mL vial, 15 mg of N-octylphthalimide (I, 0.0503 mmol) and 19 mg of octylamine (II,
0.1278 mol) were introduced into 1.15 mL of Toluene-d8 and marked as time = 0 min. The 1H
NMR spectra were recorded for different time points. The concentrations of N, N61 |
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dioctylphthalamide (III), octylamine (II) and N-octylphthalimide (I) were determined based
on the integration of the corresponding peaks from NMR spectra. The equilibrium at a certain
temperature is determined by recording NMR spectra for varying amount of time until the
integration of the peaks of interest remains constant. The equilibrium concentrations of
compounds I, II and III are listed in Table 4-1.
Characterization
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)

Compression molded samples (ca. 12.0 × 10.0 × 0.8 mm) were measured on a DMA Q850 (TA
Instruments) with a film tension setup. A temperature ramp from -60 to 200 °C was
programmed with a heating rate of 3 °C ·min-1 at a frequency of 1 Hz. However, due to the
softening and elongation of the samples at higher temperature, the data acquisition stopped
when the clamp reached the motion limit. The actual temperature range of DMA
measurements is shown in Figure 4-6. A soaking time of 30 min, a preload force of 0.01 N, an
amplitude of 10 μm and a force track of 110 % were used. The storage and loss moduli were
recorded as a function of temperature. The glass transition temperature was determined from
the peak maximum of the tan(δ).
Gel fraction and swelling ratio determination
For gel fraction tests, approximately 0.1 g of the dry network was weighed and swollen in 20 mL
of THF and kept for 3 days at room temperature. Subsequently, the sample was filtered and dried
in a vacuum oven at 100 °C for 24 hours. The gel fraction was calculated with the equation:
𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦
gel fraction (%) =
∗ 100
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
where minitial is the mass of the sample before extraction and mdry is the mass after extraction and
drying.
For the swelling ratio tests, a weighed sample of approximately 50 mg of the dry network was
swollen in 20 mL of THF and kept at room temperature for 3 days, the sample was then removed
from the solvent, gently tapped with dry filter paper and weighed again. The swelling ratio was
calculated with the equation:
swelling ratio =
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𝑚𝑠𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

where minitial is the mass of the sample before swelling test and mswollen is the mass of the swollen
sample.
Shear rheology experiments
All rheological measurements on the networks were carried out on a strain-controlled AR-G2
rheometer with an ETC oven setup (TA Instruments) with parallel-plate geometry. A typical sample
of networks for rheology measurements was approximately 8 mm in diameter and 1 mm in
thickness, prepared by compression molding the dry product at 120-130 °C and a pressure of 100
bar for 30 min. For all measurements, a constant range of normal force of 1 ± 0.5 N was applied by
automatically adjusting the gap to ensure proper contact between the sample and plates. Prior to
each measurement, samples were conditioned for 2 to 10 hours to ensure the full establishment
of the equilibrium state at each temperature. Stress relaxation measurements for all samples were
conducted at a step strain of 1%. The stress as a function of time σ(t) was monitored for various
amount of time depending on the temperature. Creep experiments were performed at a constant
stress of 10 kPa for 1200 seconds and the viscosity was calculated from the strain-stress curve
from 200 seconds onwards. Frequency sweeps for the samples were carried out at 0.1 % of strain
in the frequency range from 628 rad/s to 0.001 rad/s. Creep recovery experiments were performed
at a constant stress of 10 kPa for 1000 seconds with 1000 seconds of recovery time. For PTHFPMDA-1 (polyimide) sample, parallel-plate geometries of 25 mm in diameter (instead of 8 mm)
were chosen to ensure proper data quality. The sample was loaded using a spatula as viscous
liquid, and the gap was set to 0.8 mm to ensure proper contact between sample and plates.
Temperature ramp measurement was carried out from 25 to 140 °C at a heating rate of 3 °C/min
with a frequency of 1 Hz and strain of 1%.
Tensile test experiments
The tensile tests were performed in an Easy test, EZ20 (Lloyd instrument) with a 500 N load cell.
The mechanical property of the material in subsequent processing cycles were determined. The
material was completely shredded before each cycle of compression molding. The tensile tests
bars used had an effective length of 10 mm, width of 2 mm and an average thickness of 0.8mm.
The elongation rate used was 30 mm/min.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermogravimetric analysis measurements were performed on a TGA Q500 from TA Instruments
under a N2 rich atmosphere. Samples were heated from 30 to 600 °C at a rate of 10 °C ·min-1.
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Temperature calibration was performed using the Curie points of high purity aluminum, nickel
and perkalloy standards.
Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-NMR)
1

H-NMR spectroscopy measurements were performed on a 400 MHz Bruker Avance III

spectrometer at 25 °C or a Varian Unit Inova 500 MHz for in situ variable temperature
measurements for model reactions, with a spectral width of 6402 Hz, a delay time of 5 s and a
number of scans of 128. Tetramethylsilane (TMS) was used as the standard (δ = 0 ppm).
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
DSC measurements were performed on a TA Instruments Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter
equipped with an RCS90 cooling accessory using aluminium hermetic pans. For each
measurement, 5-10 mg of sample was used. The sample was scanned twice from -80 °C to 200 °C
at a heating rate of 20 oC/min, followed by a cooling cycle in the sample temperature range at a
rate of 20 °C/min. Tg was determined as the midpoint of the step in the heat flow curve, analysed
using TA Universal Analysis software.
Variable Temperature Infrared Spectroscopy (VT-IR)
VT-IR spectra were recorded on a JASCO Tensor 27 with Pike ATR temperature unit. For each
measurement, the sample was scanned from 40 °C to 200 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min under N 2
flow. Background spectra at varying temperature were recorded under the same conditions and
subtracted from the recorded raw spectra using OriginLab to obtain the final spectra.
Size Exclusion Chromotography (SEC)
Molar mass distributions of the linear polyimide were measured on a Shimadzu Prominence-I LC2030C 3D equipped with two Agilent columns (mixed C and mixed D) with a combined range of
200~2.0 × 106 g/mol. The eluent was THF with a flow rate of 1 mL min-1 at 40 °C. The molar mass
was determined relative to narrow dispersity polystyrene standards purchased from Agilent.
Supplementary data
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Figure S4-1 VT-IR spectra of PTHF-PMDA-2 in the temperature range of 30-155 °C with a cooling rate of 1 °C
/min (a) upon cooling, carbonyl region; (b) upon heating, N-H stretch region.

Figure S4-2 Time sweeps of PTHF-PMDA-2 at temperatures from 80 to 130 oC with a strain of 1% and
frequency of 6.28 rad/s.

Figure S4-3 Frequency dependence of the moduli of (a) PTHF-PMDA-1.75 and (b) PTHF-PMDA-1.5 network at
varying temperatures from 80 to 130 oC.
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Figure S4-4 Creep behavior at varying temperatures from 80 to 130 oC under a constant pressure of 10000 Pa
for (a) PTHF-PMDA-1.75 and (b) PTHF-PMDA-1.5.
Table S4-1 Strain rate of PTHF-PMDA-X samples derived from viscous flow of creep experiments.
Network

PTHF-PMDA-2

Temperature (oC)

PTHF-PMDA-1.75

PTHF-PMDA-1.5

Strain rate (%/s)

80

9.9·10-5

1.7·10-4

2.2·10-4

90

1.1·10-4

2.2·10-4

2.3·10-4

100

1.3·10-4

3.9·10-4

4.8·10-4

110

3.4·10

1.0·10

-3

1.0·10-3

120

1.7·10-3

3.5·10-3

5.5·10-3

130

9.6·10-3

2.6·10-2

3.5·10-2

-4

Figure S4-5 (a) PTHF-PMDA-X samples swollen in methanol/THF mixture (V/V=50%/50%), X= 2, 1.75, 1.5 and
1 from left to right, respectively and (b) temperature ramp of PTHF-PMDA-1 polyimide from 25 to 140 oC at
the rate of 3 oC∙min-1 (strain of 1 % and ω =6.28 rad∙s-1).
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Figure S4-6 Creep recovery behavior of PTHF-PMDA-2 network at varying temperatures at (a) 25 oC, (b) 80 oC,
(c) 90 oC, (d) 100oC, (e) 110 oC, (f) 120 oC and (g)130 oC under a constant pressure of 10000 Pa for 1000 s of creep
and 1000 s of recovery.
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Chapter 5

1,2,4,5-Benzentetracarboxamide as Dual
Dynamic Motif

Abstract: In this chapter, we further study the effect of supramolecular bonding in dynamic
polyamide networks introduced in the previous chapter. Chemical networks and the branched
polyamides with the planar pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) and 4,4’-oxydiphthalic dianhydride
(OPDA, the reference linker) were used to study the effect of supramolecular bonding on
mechanical properties, chemical equilibrium and network dynamics of the dynamic polyamide
networks. Due to the extensive hydrogen bonding and stacking, the network with 1,2,4,5benzentetracarboxamide as linker show enhanced mechanical properties (E’ ~ 39 MPa) compared
to the reference network. The stacking structure of tetraamide network was investigated by X-ray
scattering and density functional theory (DFT) calculation. The PMDA network also showed a
complex multimodal relaxation behavior owing to the dynamics of stacking. We expect the
tetraamide dynamic motif demonstrated in this chapter can provide new perspectives for double
dynamic networks as it serves as the linker both covalently and supramolecularly in a single
network.

The work in this chapter benefited from collaboration with dr. Tobias Schnitzer for DFT calculation,
Soumabrata Majumdar for relaxation spectra, Patricia Marin San Roman for WAXS measurements and Jie Liu
for AFM measurements and discussions.
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5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we presented a new dynamic polyamide network based on the bisamideimide equilibrium. This dynamic polyamide network shows fast relaxation kinetics at mild
temperature (< 140 oC) and easy (re)processability yet requires little synthetic effort with
commercially available compounds. The transamidation of amide in such a system is dissociative
in nature with a relatively stable five-member imide as intermediate, leading to gel-to-sol
transition at higher temperature (Scheme 5-1a). In Chapter 4, the results of temperaturedependent properties, i.e., storage and loss moduli, suggested that the abrupt reduction in crosslink density at elevated temperature stems from the combined effect of the dissociation of
chemical linkage and hydrogen-bonding. First introduced primarily as a dynamic covalent
linkage, 1,2,4,5-benzenetetracarboxamide, is now subject to the current work to explicitly study
the effect of supramolecular bonding on the mechanical properties and the network dynamics of
polyamide network. Chemical networks with pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) and 4,4’oxydiphthalic dianhydride (ODPA, the reference linker) are compared in this chapter to investigate
the interplay of covalent and supramolecular bonding, and the branched polyamide derivatives
based on the same linkers are synthesized to study the supramolecular networks based on
tetraamides.
Scheme 5-1 (a) Bisamide-imide equilibrium as the dynamic motif in polyamide networks and (b)
molecular structures of tetraamide linkages and diamine monomer to construct the polyamide
networks employed in this study.
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5.2 Results and discussion
Synthesis and mechanical properties of polyamide networks
Covalent polyamide networks and branched polyamides used in this study were prepared by the
three-step synthesis as previously described in Chapter 4. Firstly, polyimide was synthesized via
the polycondensation reaction poly(propylene glycol) bis(2-aminopropyl ether) (PPGda, Mn =
444 g/mol) and a dianhydride, followed by the ring opening of imide groups via further addition
of PPGda to obtain covalent networks or monofunctional Jeffamine® M-600 (Mn = 600 g/mol) to
obtain branched polyamides (Scheme 5-2).
Scheme 5-2 (a) Synthesis of PPGda-based polyimides and (b) synthesis of covalent polyamide
networks and branched polyamides from ring opening of polyimides using PPGda or mono-functional
Jeffamine® M-600.
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Pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) was used to create a network with supramolecular aggregation
of tetraamide cross-links while 4,4’-oxydiphthalic dianhydride (ODPA) was used as a reference
crosslinker that is capable of hydrogen bonding, but for which extensive supramolecular stacking
is suppressed by the flexibility of the core. The networks were then compression molded to
rectangular bars for dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) or round disks for shear
rheology. The gel content and swelling ratio of the covalent networks were measured in two
different solvents, namely THF and a hydrogen-bond breaking solvent mixture methanol/THF.
The gel content of PMDA network dropped from 0.97 in THF to 0.92 in methanol/THF, while little
difference was found for ODPA network in terms of solvent-dependent gel content (Table 5-1),
indicating existence of physical cross-links in the PMDA network.
Table 5-1 Gel content and swelling ratio of PMDA and OPDA based covalent networks in THF or
methanol/THF solvent mixture.

Network

THF

Methanol/THF

Swelling ratio

Gel content

Swelling ratio

Gel content

PMDA

1.38 ± 0.02

0.97 ± 0.02

1.55 ± 0.04

0.92 ± 0.02

ODPA

2.44 ± 0.04

0.86 ± 0.02

2.41 ± 0.11

0.85 ± 0.03

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) measurements reveal the effect of supramolecular
interaction on cross-link densities in covalent polyamide networks. In Figure 5-1, it is clear that
both PMDA and OPDA networks have broad glass transition around 0 oC (see Figure S5-1 for tan(δ)
in supplementary data), followed by a prolonged rubbery plateau with a striking difference in the
rubbery moduli E’. For PMDA network, the rubbery modulus was around 39 MPa, more than 20
times higher than that of ODPA network. This higher rubbery plateau of PMDA network indicates
a higher cross-link density, which could be partially explained by a higher chemical cross-link
density as suggested by higher gel content than that of OPDA network. The enhanced E’ might be
attributed

to

hydrogen-bonded

aggregates

in

the

PMDA

network,

as

1,2,4,5-

benzenetetracarboxamides was found to be capable of fiber formation due to hydrogenbonding.1 Similar to the findings from Chapter 4 using poly(tetrahydrofuran)-diamine as building
block, PPGda-based covalent networks with PMDA and ODPA both show a drastic drop in E’ upon
heating, resulting from the reduction of cross-link density. The onset of the macroscopic flow for
PMDA network is found to be at around 150 oC, evident by the onset of the tan(δ) (see Figure S51), close to that of ODPA network.
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Figure 5-1 Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis of curves of covalent PMDA and ODPA networks at a
heating rate of 3 °C·min-1 from -60 to 200 °C and a frequency of 1 Hz.

To further examine the effect of supramolecular interaction on the mechanical properties of
polyamides, branched polyamides were prepared to create supramolecular networks. After the
ring-opening of polyimide, branched ODPA polyamide remained a viscous liquid, while branched
PMDA polyamide could be compression molded at 125 oC and maintained its shape while being
still soluble (Figure 5-2).

Figure 5-2 Photos of (a) branched ODPA polyamide and (b) compression molded round disk sample of
branched PMDA polyamide.

The viscous nature of branched ODPA polyamide was then confirmed by time sweep
measurement using shear rheology, where it showed at 25 oC, G’’ > G’ (Figure S5-2). For branched
PMDA polyamide, DMTA curves in Figure 5-3 showed a predominantly elastic behavior (G’ > G’’)
from room temperature until a gel-to-sol transition occurred at around 140 oC, probably as a result
of dissociation of physical cross-linking. This disintegration of supramolecular network was fully
reversible, evident by the full restoration of G’ upon cooling with little hysteresis. It should be
noted that the rubbery plateau G’ of PMDA-based supramolecular network was around 5 MPa,
despite being obtained from shear rheology instead of elongational measurements, suggesting
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the cross-link density of PMDA branched polyamide is in the same order of magnitude to that of
OPDA covalent network.
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Figure 5-3 Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) curves of PMDA branched polyamide using
shear rheology with a heating and cooling rate of 3 oC per min from 30 to 150 oC and a frequency of 1 Hz.

Structural characterization of polyamide networks
X-ray diffractograms were measured to further investigate the ordering in the PPGda-based
covalent and supramolecular networks.

Figure 5-4 1D wide-angle X-ray diffractograms of OPDA (black) and PMDA (purple) networks, and PMDA
branched polyamide (blue).
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The wide-angle X-ray diffractograms (WAXS, Figure 5-4) of both covalent and supramolecular
networks of PMDA showed diffraction peak corresponding to a stacking distance of 0.38 nm,
confirming the stacking of benzene rings similar to those observed in ordered columnar
mesophases.2 However, such ordered stacks were absent in the OPDA system, agreeing with DFT
optimized geometries of tetraamide dimers (Figure 5-5) that intramolecular hydrogen-bonding
was preferred over the intermolecular ones in the network with non-planar OPDA linker. This
structural difference between these two tetraamides confirms the origin of drastic improvement
of rubber plateau E’ to be the ordered stacks of benzene rings of PMDA tetraamides.

Figure 5-5 DFT optimized geometries (side view) of dimers of (left) N1,N2,N4,N5-tetramethylbenzene1,2,4,5-tetracarboxamide (PMDA-tetraamide) and (right) 4,4'-oxybis(N1,N2-dimethylphthalamide)
(OPDA tetraamide).

Temperature-dependent network dynamics
The bisamide-imide equilibrium in PPG-da based covalent networks was studied by variable
temperature infrared (VT-IR) spectroscopy by recording the spectra over a range of temperature
from 30 to 180 oC.

Figure 5-6 Carbonyl region in variable temperature infrared (VT-IR) spectra of PPGda-based covalent
networks upon heating at a rate of 3 oC per min from 30 to 180 oC of (a) PMDA and (b) OPDA network
with -N-H region in the insert.
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As shown in Figure 5-6, the intensities of carbonyl bands of imide at 1780 and 1725 cm -1 and that
of amide bands at 1630 and 1550 cm-1 vary with increasing temperature. The shift of positions of
amide bands and that of N-H stretch band at 3310 cm-1 (see insert of the Figure 5-6) upon heating
suggests that the bisamide moieties in both PMDA and OPDA networks are hydrogen-bonded at
room temperature and dissociate at higher temperatures. The band positions of the amide I (~
1630 cm-1) and amide II (~ 1550 cm-1) are similar to the reported values found in tetraamide liquid
crystals or benzene triamide thermoplastic elastomers.3
The intensity ratios between amide I and imide bands for both PMDA and OPDA covalent networks
are plotted as a function of temperature and shown in Figure 5-7. The ratios for both networks
remained relatively constant from 30 to 100 oC, then dropped drastically upon further heating as
a result of the equilibrium shift. This temperature dependence of amide/imide intensity ratios is
in agreement with the findings in Chapter 4, however, further quantification to obtain equilibrium
constants using IR spectra was non-trivial, as the extinction coefficients of amide bands are
influenced by the hydrogen-bonded state and temperature, simultaneously.4
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Figure 5-7 Ratio between the intensities of amide I(~ 1630 cm-1) and imide peaks (~1725 cm-1) of PMDA
and OPDA covalent network as a function of temperature, derived from Figure 5-6.

Previous studies suggest the amide I region could be attribute to both non hydrogen-bonded
“free” amide and hydrogen-bonded amide, and peak deconvolution could be a useful tool to
quantify the contributions from each band.5 Thus curve fitting of amide I band was employed
using Gaussian function and the resulting peak 1 at around 1660 cm-1 was assigned to “free” amide
while peak 2 at around 1638 cm-1 could be attributed to hydrogen-bonded amide. The intensities
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of both peaks for PMDA and OPDA networks were plotted against temperature and shown in
Figure 5-8a and Figure 5-8b, respectively.

Figure 5-8 The intensities of “free” amide I and hydrogen-bonded amide I obtained from peak
deconvolution of amide I peak (1620 – 1680 cm-1) in Figure 5-6 as a function of temperature for (a)
PMDA and (b) OPDA network.

In the PMDA network, the intensity of hydrogen-bonded amide peak was relatively constant until
90 oC when the intensity of the free amide increases quite suddenly and both bands decrease in
intensity above 110 °C. In the OPDA network, on the other hand, the changes in intensities of the
two bands are much more gradual. However, this evolution of hydrogen-bonding of amide
moieties could not sufficiently explain the temperature dependence of moduli E’ in DMTA curve
(Figure 5-1), where a steady rubbery plateau until 150 oC was observed for both PMDA and OPDA
covalent networks. Hence, the interplay between covalent and supramolecular bonding should
be subject to further study to understand how stacking enhances the mechanical properties in
dynamic covalent polyamide networks.
The effect of stacking on the dynamics of polyamide networks is investigated by step-strain stress
relaxation measurements at varying temperature (Figure 5-9).
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Figure 5-9 Step-stress relaxation curves of covalent (a) PMDA network at varying temperatures from
140 to 170 °C and (b) the corresponding relaxation spectra; Step-stress relaxation curves of (c) OPDA
network at varying temperatures from 90 to 120 °C and (d) the corresponding relaxation spectra. The
relaxation curves in (a) and (c) were acquired with a step strain of 1%, the dashed lines both graphs
represent the stretched exponential fitting using Eq 5-1.

It is clear from Figure 5-9 that the value of G(t) for PMDA network at 170 oC is more than 10 times
higher than that of OPDA network at 90 oC, despite being 80 oC higher in temperature. As shown in
Figure 5-9a, after applying 1% strain, the initial stress modulus G(t) of PMDA network continuously
decreases from ~16 MPa at 140 oC to ~3.3 MPa at 170 oC, in line with the observation from DMTA
curves in Figure 5-1. A similar trend for the stress response G(t) v.s. temperature for OPDA network
(Figure 5-9c) is also observed, with G(t) values at 90 oC being nearly 2 orders of magnitude lower
than those of PMDA at 140 oC. As these relaxation behaviors could not be adequately described by
a Maxwell model, a stretched exponential function (Εq 5-1) was used to fit the relaxation curves
of both networks from 0.1 s onwards and the fit parameters are summarized in Table 5-2.6-9
𝑡 𝛽

𝐺(𝑡) = 𝐺0 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {− ( ) }
𝜏
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(Eq 5-1)

In this equation, G0 is the initial stress modulus and the stretch exponent β is often considered as
a parameter taking into account the dispersity of a particular relaxation mode with τ being the
relaxation time.
Table 5-2 Fit parameters of stress relaxation curves of PPGda-based covalent networks using Eq 5-1.

PMDA network
Temp

OPDA network

G0 [Pa]

β

τ [s]

140

1.6  107

0.33

6.7103

150

1.1  107

0.27

160

7.1 10

170

3.3 10

[C]

6
6

Temp

G0 [Pa]

β

τ [s]

90

1.7105

0.80

1.6104

3319

100

1.3 105

0.84

4529

0.22

617

110

6.8 10

0.81

1517

0.23

119

120

1.3 10

0.74

343

[C]

4
4

The low value of fitted β of PMDA networks, varying from 0.33 to 0.23 with increasing temperature,
indicates the increasingly broad distribution of relaxation modes upon heating whereas the β for
OPDA was around 0.8 throughout the range of temperature subject to study. Despite the
difference in β, it is obvious that in both networks the fitted characteristic relaxation time τ
decreases upon heating, due to accelerated exchange reaction and the dissociation of amideimide networks. It is also noticeable that the relaxation behavior of PMDA networks is multimodal,
evident by the significant decrease of G(t) in the first 10 s as opposed to a rather steady plateau for
ODPA network. This phenomenon is better visualized in the relaxation spectra using a generalized
Maxwell model (Figure 5-9b and 5-9d, see experimental details).10-11 In the OPDA network, the
relaxation spectra show a single distribution of relaxation time and the position of the peak
maxima, corresponding to characteristic relaxation time τ, shifts to shorter timescales as the
temperature increases. However, the relaxation spectra of PMDA show an emerging second
distribution at short timescale (< 100 s) upon heating, probably resulting from the dissolution or
exchange of hydrogen-bonded aggregates above melting temperature, since the relaxation
attributed to chemical exchange process is characterized by a longer timescale.

5.3 Conclusions
The effect of supramolecular bonding in dynamic polyamide networks has been studied using the
planar pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) as a building block. Due to the extensive hydrogen
bonding and stacking, the resulting network with 1,2,4,5-benzentetracarboxamide as dynamic
motif show enhanced mechanical properties (E’ ~ 39 MPa) compared to the reference where
stacking is hindered. To validate the effect of stacking on mechanical properties, branched
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polyamides were synthesized using linear polyimides with mono-functional amine. The branched
PMDA polyamide forms strong and reversible supramolecular network (G’ ~ 5 MPa) while the
branched polyamide with reference linker remains liquid-like due to lack of stacking. VT-IR show
the equilibrium shift upon heating, yet the interplay of supramolecular bonding and chemical
equilibrium requires further investigation. The PMDA network also show a complex multimodal
relaxation behavior owing to the dynamics of stacking. We expect the tetraamide dynamic motif
demonstrated in this chapter can provide new perspectives for double dynamic networks as it
serves as the linker both covalently and supramolecularly in a single network.

5.4 Experimental details
Materials
Reagents and solvents were used as received without purification unless otherwise stated.
Poly(propylene glycol) bis(2-aminopropyl ether) (PPG-diamine, Mn = 444 g/mol), Jeffamine® M-600,
and pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA, 97%), were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 4,4'Oxydiphthalic dianhydride (OPDA, 99%) was purchased from Fluorochem. Tetrahydrofuran (THF,
99.8%) was purchased from biosolve and kept dry over 4 Å molsieves.
Synthesis of PPGdiamine-based polyimides

In a typical reaction, 10 g of dry PPGda, (0.0225 mol) was added to a 100 mL round-bottom flask
equipped with a stirring bar under argon flow, followed by addition of 4.910 g (0.0225 mol) of
pyromellitic dianhydride dissolved in 30 mL of anhydrous THF. The reaction mixture was let to
reflux for overnight, followed by the removal of solvent. The mixture was then transfer to vacuum
oven at 110 oC for further imidization overnight to afford waxy oil as the product. FT-IR spectrum
was taken to ensure all poly(amic acid) was converted into imide.
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Synthesis of PPGda-based polyamide networks

To synthesize chemically cross-linked network, in a typical reaction, 3 g of polyimide was
introduced to a 50 mL round-bottom flask equipped with a stirring bar under argon flow, followed
by the addition of another equivalent of PPGda (~ 2.128 g, 1 eq with respect to the PPGda in the
polyimide). To the flask, 10 mL of anhydrous THF was added and the mixture was let to reflux to
obtain homogeneous mixture. After 4 hours, solvent was removed under reduced pressure and
the resulting viscous mixture was then transferred to a vacuum oven for further curing at 80 – 100
C for 24 to 48 hours. FT-IR spectra were taken to monitor the conversion of imide to amide groups.

o

To synthesize branched polyamides, in a typical reaction, 3 g of polyimide was introduced to a 50
mL round-bottom flask equipped with a stirring bar under argon flow, followed by the addition
mono-functional Jeffamine M-600, (~ 7.75 g, 1 eq with respect to the imide group in polyimide).
To the flask, 10 mL of anhydrous THF was added and the mixture was let to reflux to obtain
homogeneous mixture. After 4 hours, solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the
resulting viscous mixture was then transferred to avacuum oven for further curing at 80 oC for 24
to 48 hours. FT-IR spectra were taken to monitor the conversion of imide to amide groups.
Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA)
Compression molded samples (ca. 12.0 × 10.0 × 0.8 mm) were measured on a DMA Q850 (TA
Instruments) with a film tension setup. A temperature ramp from -60 to 200 °C was programmed
with a heating rate of 3 °C ·min-1 at a frequency of 1 Hz. However, due to the softening and
elongation of the samples at higher temperature, the data acquisition stopped when the clamp
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reached the motion limit. The actual temperature range of DMA measurements is shown in Figure
5-1. A soaking time of 30 min, a preload force of 0.01 N, an amplitude of 10 μm and a force track of
110 % were used. The storage and loss moduli were recorded as a function of temperature. The
glass transition temperature was determined from the peak maximum of the tan(δ).
Gel fraction and swelling ratio determination
For gel fraction tests, approximately 40 m g of the dry network was weighed and swollen in 15 mL
of THF or methanol/THF mixture and kept for 3 days at room temperature. Subsequently, the
sample was filtered and dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C for 24 hours. The gel fraction was
calculated with the equation:

gel fraction (%) =

𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦
∗ 100
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

where minitial is the mass of the sample before extraction and mdry is the mass after extraction and
drying.
For the swelling ratio tests, a weighed sample of approximately 40 mg of the dry network was
swollen in 20 mL of THF and kept at room temperature for 3 days, the sample was then removed
from the solvent, gently tapped with dry filter paper and weighed again. The swelling ratio was
calculated with the equation:

swelling ratio =

𝑚𝑠𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

where minitial is the mass of the sample before swelling test and mswollen is the mass of the swollen
sample.
Shear rheology experiments
All rheological measurements on the networks were carried out on DHR 20 rheometer with an ETC
oven setup (TA Instruments) with parallel-plate geometry. A typical sample of networks for
rheology measurements was approximately 8 mm in diameter and 1 mm in thickness, prepared
by compression molding the dry product at 120 °C to 170 oC and a pressure of 100 bar for 30 min.
For all measurements for chemically crosslinked polyamide networks, a constant range of normal
force of 1 ± 0.5 N was applied by automatically adjusting the gap to ensure proper contact between
the sample and plates. Prior to each measurement, samples were conditioned for 2 hours at the
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highest measurement tempearature (i.e., 170 oC for PMDA network and 120 oC for OPDA network)
to ensure the full establishment of the equilibrium state at each temperature. Stress relaxation
measurements for all samples were conducted at a step strain of 1%. The stress modulus as a
function of time G(t) was monitored for various amount of time depending on the temperature.
For PPG-diamine-PMDA and PPG-diamine-OPDA polyimides, parallel-plate geometries of 8 mm in
diameter were used and the sample was loaded using a spatula as viscous liquid, and the gap was
set to 0.8 mm to ensure proper contact between sample and plates. Temperature ramp
measurement was carried out from 25 to 150 °C at a heating rate of 3 °C/min with a frequency of 1
Hz and strain of 1%.
Relaxation spectra (Soumabrata Majumdar)
The generalized Maxwell model (equation x) was used to analyze the stress relaxation data and
identify the relaxation modes. In Equation x, σ(t) is the stress, σe is the equilibrium stress, τ is the
characteristic relaxation time and σ(τ) is the distribution function of relaxation times. The analysis
on stress relaxation data was performed by generating the corresponding relaxation spectra using
method, previously reported by Kontogiorgos and group.1,2 The method involves the use of
Hansen’s algorithms3 that involve L-curve criterion for the determination of optimal regularization
parameter and Tikhonov regularization to generate the spectrum in MATLAB.
+∞

𝜎(𝑡) = 𝜎𝑒 + ∫0

𝑡

𝜎(𝜏) exp (− ) 𝑑𝜏
𝜏

(Eq S5-1)

MATLAB script:
Impfile=importdata('File_name.txt');
[A,sp]=discr(1e-4,1e8,[Impfile(:,1)]);
[U,s,V]=csvd(A);
[reg_corner,rho,eta,reg_param]=l_curve(U,s,[Impfile(:,2)],'Tikh');
n=size(V,1);
x_0=zeros(n,1);
[x_lambda,rho,eta] = tikhonov(U,s,V,[PMDA22(:,2)],reg_corner,x_0);
semilogx(sp,x_lambda);
T=table(sp,x_lambda);
writetable (T,'output_file_name.txt');
type output_file_name.txt;
The given script generates a spectrum with a relaxation time range of 10-4 s to 108 s. The input file
format is .txt with two columns (first column representing time and second column representing
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stress). The given script generates the relaxation spectra as the output and exports the data points
in a .txt file.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermogravimetric analysis measurements were performed on a TGA Q500 from TA Instruments
under a N2 rich atmosphere. Samples were heated from 30 to 600 °C at a rate of 10 °C ·min-1.
Temperature calibration was performed using the Curie points of high purity aluminum, nickel
and perkalloy standards.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
DSC measurements were performed on a TA Instruments Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter
equipped with an RCS90 cooling accessory using aluminium hermetic pans. For each
measurement, 5-10 mg of sample was used. The sample was scanned twice from -80 °C to 200 °C
at a heating rate of 20 °C /min, followed by a cooling cycle in the same temperature range at a rate
of 20 °C /min. Tg was determined as the midpoint of the step in the heat flow curve, analysed using
TA Universal Analysis software.
Variable Temperature Infrared Spectroscopy (VT-IR)
VT-IR spectra were recorded on a JASCO Tensor 27 with Pike ATR temperature unit. For each
measurement, the sample was scanned from 30 °C to 180 °C at a heating rate of 3 °C /min under
N2 flow. Background spectra at varying temperature were recorded under the same conditions
and subtracted from the recorded raw spectra using OriginLab to obtain the final spectra.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation (dr.Tobias Schnitzer)
Computational analysis of the monomers and dimers were performed with Schrödinger Maestro
Suite 2021-2. The input structures were generated using the built-in 2D structure generator
followed by geometry minimization with Macromodel (OPLS4 force field, vacuum). The dimer
structures of the non-ether bridged tetra amides were oriented such that linear hydrogen bonds
along the helical screw axes are formed. For ODPA, no such geometry could be obtained due to
steric restrictions, thus a conformational search (OPLS4 force field, vacuum, 5000 steps) was
performed and the lowest energy structure was used as starting structure. Geometry optimization
of the structures were performed using Jaguar at the B3-LYP-D3/6-311G+** level of theory
(vacuum). Frequency calculations on the optimized structures yielded no imaginary frequencies,
indicating stationary points on the potential energy surface. All total free energy values are shown
in kcal/mol.
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Supplementary data

Figure S5-1 Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis curves of covalent polyamide networks of (a) OPDA
network from -60 oC to 180 oC and (b) PMDA network from -60 oC 200 oC, at a heating rate of 3 °C·min−1
with a frequency of 1 Hz.
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Figure S5-2 Time sweep of branched OPDA polyamide at 25 oC with a strain of 1% and frequency of 1
Hz.
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Chapter 6
Epilogue

The work in this chapter benefited from collaboration with dr. Prakhyat Hejmady for laser sintering of
polymer particles.
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6.1 Introduction
The work presented in this thesis reports the development of new dynamic covalent chemistries
based on internal catalysis. We envisaged these new DCNs to provide new platforms upon which
new materials could be further developed, broadening the scope of industrial applicability of
DCNs. The internally catalyzed dynamic covalent chemistries, i.e., transesterification and
transamidation, are both dissociative in nature, involving the formation of (semi)-stable ringclosed structures as intermediates. Their temperature-dependent rheological properties,
however, show significant difference. Polyester networks with internal acid groups (Chapter 2 &
3), display associative-like, or vitrimer-like properties as the cross-link densities remain fairly
constant at the temperature regime probed in the study. Polyamide networks with bisamideimide equilibrium, on the other hand, show more dissociative behavior as the equilibrium
constant of this reaction changes significantly upon increasing temperature, leading to reduction
of cross-link density or even disintegration of the network. These two DCNs together, despite
being categorized similarly, demonstrate the wide spectrum and tunability of dissociative
dynamic covalent network in terms of mechanical properties and rheological profiles.
One of the motivations to launch this study was to investigate the potential of DCNs for 3-D
printing applications as the interfacial adhesion and repairability of the printed objects could
benefit from the activated bond exchange. To approach this goal, the ideal networks should be
easy to synthesize and process in relatively big quantities, with little solvent and few purification
steps involved. The synthetic procedures described in this thesis are catalyst-free, however, they
often require solvent for gelation reaction or mixing of the compounds, and the samples are
mostly (re)shaped by compression molding, limiting the scalability and time efficiency for
industrial manufacturing.

6.2 Fast (re)processing of DCNs via extrusion
Extrusion is a commonly used method to process polymeric materials. This continuous processing
technique, however, only finds limited success for making1-2 and reprocessing dynamic covalent
networks,2-4 as DCNs are mostly still processed by compression molding. This is mainly because
the rather demanding requirements for extrusion process, for instance, the networks should
display sufficient bond exchange within the safe and operatable temperature window. We have
preliminarily tested the processability of dynamic polyester network using extrusion. A polyester
network was prepared by the reaction of a semi-aromatic triol with pyromellitic dianhydride
(PMDA) and has a Tg of around 40 oC (described in Chapter 2).
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Figure 6-1 (Re)processing and reshaping of dynamic polyester network based on PNHTI and PMDA,
with internal -COOH groups, as described in Chapter 2. (a) Dry and grinded samples of cross-linked
polyester network; (b) Round-disk sample with 8 mm in diameter prepared by compression molding at
180 oC for 30 min; (c) Extruded sample of (a) using MC15-HT micro-compounder at 180 oC for 30 min
;(d) Comparison of stress relaxation curves at varying temperatures from 150 to 190 oC for pristine
(compression molded) and reprocessed (extruded, then compression molded) sample under 1% step
strain. The stress modulus G(t) was normalized against its value at t = 1 s.

The synthesized network was first dried from solvent residue and then grinded, for both
compression molding and extrusion (Figure 6-1). Extrusion after keeping the material at 180 oC
for 30 min in the micro compounder was successful, however, the extrudate did not show a
smooth surface. This imperfection might be the result of insufficient sintering of particles and/or
uncontrolled temperature profile of the die. The extruded network was compression molded and
stress relaxation was measured and compared to that of non-extruded samples. Figure 6-1d
shows that the dynamic behavior of extruded samples is unaltered compared to the pristine ones,
mostly due to the safe temperature range and short reprocessing time experienced by the
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material. The reprocessability and reversibility, in combination with simple one-step synthesis of
this DCN, promise wide applicability and scalability of this material.

6.3 Mellitic anhydride as universal crosslinker
In Chapter 2 & 3, we presented a simple synthetic strategy to dynamically cross-link polyols and
embed the internal acid groups into the backbone. The synthesis to obtain internal -COOH group
involves a commecially available linker, pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA). However, to modify
polyesters using PMDA, polyols with functionality f ≥ 3 are required, limiting the applicability of
this highly efficient chemistry. Hence we synthesized a tri-functional mellitic anhydride (MA) from
mellitic acid via a one-step reaction, allowing the cross-linking of a polycaprolactone diol (Mn =
2000 g/mol) to prepare a dynamic polyester network (Scheme 6-1).
Scheme 6-1 (a) Synthesis of mellitic anhydride from mellitic acid; (b) Diols used to form polyester
network; (c) Synthesis of polyester network with mellitic anhydride and diol.

The synthesized network was then compression molded and stress relaxation was measured at
varying temperatures from 120 to 180 oC. It’s clear from Figure 6-2 that the network upon elevated
temperature relaxes stress efficiently and fully within a matter of minutes at 180 oC. The
characteristic relaxation time τ was defined as the time at which the normalized G(t) reaches 37%
of its initial level. An Arrhenius plot was then constructed to obtain an activation energy Ea 108
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kJ/mol, similar to the value found in our PCLtriol/PDMA systems5 and phthalate monoester
transesterification6.

Figure 6-2 (a)Step-stress relaxation experiments (1% step strain) of PCLdiol/mellitic anhydride
network with r = nPCL / nMA= 1.5 at varying temperatures. The intersections of the horizontal dotted lines
with the stress relaxation curves indicate the points where G(t)/G0 = 1/e and t = τ*.(b) Arrhenius plot
derived from characteristic relaxation time τ of networks in (a), the red dotted line indicates linear
fitting and results in the activation energy Ea of around 108 kJ/mol.

6.4 Potential application for selective laser sintering (SLS)
One target 3D printing technique for DCNs is selective laser sintering (SLS) since it is considered
to be the most suitable 3D printing technology for large-scale industrial production due to the
large printing size, excellent mechanical performance and relatively high resolution.7-9 However,
since objects are produced in a layer-by-layer fashion, insufficient inter-layer adhesion can lead
to mechanical anisotropy or even delamination of 3D-printed products.10 DCNs, known for their
weldability and self-healing property, provide potential solution to this issue.11 DCNs have found
applications mostly for extrusion-based processes, i.e., fused filament fabrication (FFF)12-13 and
direct-ink writing (DIW)14-15, or photo-polymerization techniques like stereolithography (SLA) and
digital light processing (DLP).16-23 Few examples of DCNs for powder-based SLS technique had
been found until recent advancements using PDMS elastomer with pyrazole ureas as dynamic
motif

24

and self-healable polyurethane25. To test the potential of our DCNs for SLS, instead of

using industrial-scale of materials for sintering, we adopted two-particles laser sintering
experiment, developed by Dr. Hejmady and his co-workers.26
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Figure 6-3 Schematic representation of in situ visualization of particles sintering with incoming laser
beam. Republished with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry from Laser sintering of polymer
particle pairs studied by in situ visualization, P. Hejmady et. al., 15, 2019; permission conveyed through
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

In such an experiment, two particles were placed close to one another via non-destructive
micromanipulation, and videos were recorded to allow in situ visualization of particle sintering. 26
Samples were prepared by cryogenic grinding, and for qualitative study only, shape variation was
not optimized hence the size of the particles range from 100 to 200 μm. The DCNs used in the
preliminary study were polyester networks with internal -COOH groups, described in Chapter 2,
as backbones, a high Tg, semi-aromatic PNHTI (Tg ~40 oC) and a “softer” polycaprolactone (PCL, Tg
~0 oC) were chosen. 2 wt% of Nubian Black dye was mixed into the sample during gelation to allow
energy absorption of visible-light laser. The image sequence of sintering experiments is
summarized in Figure 6-4. For the PNHTI network with high cross-link density, little sintering or
softening was observed as the interfacial contact area between two particles barely changes
throughout the measurement. Interfacial contact was improved by either lowering the cross-link
density, which increases the fraction of soluble and mobile material in the network, or by using an
intrinsically more dynamic PCL/COOH network, characterized by a lower activation energy of
transesterification and a shorter relaxation time under the same conditions (Chapter 2).
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Figure 6-4 Side view of image sequence of laser sintering experiments using two particles of polyester
network, from left to right, PNHTI/COOH network with r = nOH / nlinker= 1.2, PNHTI/COOH network with r
= nOH / nlinker= 1.6, and PCL/COOH network with r = nOH / nlinker= 1.2. Samples were prepared by synthetic
procedure described in Chapter 2, with additional 2% of Nubian black PC-0870 dye (Orient Chemical
Industries co., Ltd), which enables visible-light laser energy to be absorbed. Pulse energy of Ep = 28 μJ,
pulse duration of tL = 800 ms. Particle radius of a0 = 100 - 200 μm, heating chamber temperature of Tc =
35 °C.

6.5 Conclusions and outlook
In this thesis, we presented two types of new DCNs based on efficient exchange reactions,
transesterification catalyzed by internal carboxylic and sulfonic acid groups, and transamidation
based on bisamide-imide equilibrium. These two demonstrated chemistries provide simple
solutions to dynamically modify various backbones through catalyst-free synthesis, using a widely
used and highly industrial relevant compound: pyromellitic dianhydride. Remarkably in
polyamide networks, the tetraamide derivative of PMDA introduces enhanced mechanical
properties at operating temperatures due to its ability to form hydrogen-bonded stacks, acting as
a dual dynamic motif: supramolecularly and dynamic covalently.
To scale up the manufacturing and/or reprocessing of these DCNs, solvent-free approaches
should be further investigated, and we preliminarily examined this idea using extrusion to
reprocess our dynamic polyester networks. To further broaden the applicability of dynamic
polyester networks with internal acid groups, we also presented the synthesis and use of mellitic
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anhydride as a universal crosslinker, allowing the cross-linking of any polyols while having the
merits of being weldable and reprocessable, perhaps even via reactive extrusion. As for 3Dprinting applications, we preliminarily showed the potential of DCNs for better interfacial
adhesion in SLS, using two particle sintering experiments. For future research on internally
catalyzed DCNs, one potential direction is to address the issue of hydrolytic instability associated
with the intrinsically more labile bonds. So far, the DCNs described in this thesis are based on
condensation polymers, to further broaden the scope of internal catalysis for DCNs, the
modification of chain growth polymers should be further studied. It’s our belief that with better
scalability and applicability potentially improved by the aforementioned future perspectives,
internally catalyzed DCNs shall find bright future including but not limited to SLS or other 3Dprinting applications.
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lockdowns…Vikas, thank you for all the hot chocolate we have together! 七老师，杨楠和刘小鸭，谢
谢多年来你们胜似亲情的友谊， 尤其是七老师敏捷地捕获了论文中的内啥拯救了大局；杨楠，我们对事业如
果有对茶叶和食物的爱的百分之一，恐怕诺奖都不只是梦而已。老李和老叶，祝愿你们的小家庭蒸蒸日上早
日财富自由，谢谢你们一路的帮助，希望咱以后都不崴脚，早日冲击 V15。安琪和老随，希望我们下一次野
攀早日成行，祝福你们的学业和事业！队长和大兄弟，感谢你们每一次的帮助和关怀，你们是最好最真诚的
小伙伴！迟梦和大芳，每一次我们的相聚总有好酒好菜，期待未来更多的欢聚！风筝学妹，云吞和阔少，祝
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你们的未来一切顺利，不论相隔多久，我们每次的重逢都有说不完的话。腻腻，希望你的未来一切顺利，早
日开心毕业回国吃香喝辣。
因为疫情好久没回国，多亏通了网，才没耽误感情的维系。嘟嘟，相识的十七年中我们见证和陪伴了彼此的
成长。揍揍和莉莉，感谢凤毛麟角的你们的存在。薇酱，我们所有的同与不同都让我感恩。亲爱的贺佳和葱，
希望我能早日回去拥抱我的干儿子，祝呵呵健康成长。我的彩虹家庭成员：马鲨鲨和推迪，我把对你们的洗
慌写进了这本论文里，希望我们继续相爱；几页和蒋同学，我的支持系统，最酷的酷儿！还有图图，飞飞，
嘎嘎，珊，老查，感谢一切我们共度的深夜蹦迪时光。

My paranymphs, the salt and pepper of my PhD, Muhabbat and Souma, I’m beyond lucky to have
both of you around. We share the most exciting & vulnerable moments together, and you believe
in me more than anyone. I’m still amazed by how much we are alike, and how much we
understand, support, and continue to love each other despite all the differences. Thank you for
being an essential part of my PhD journey, I’ll be missing our time after 6 pm in helix a lot and I
only wish one day I could return the favors to you.
Shidong (老宋), I’m not keen on publicly displaying my affections otherwise I’d be writing a whole
book about you. Thank you for being the most amazing human being on Earth, for being
unapologetically smart, resilient, and authentic. I might be able to pull off this journey alone, but
it would be a dull one without you.
最后，感谢我的家人们几近于无条件的支持。邱天，祝你在美国学习生活平安快乐！你正经是咱几个中最后
一个还在读书的了。小妹，没想到啊，空空都要上幼儿园了我才毕业。小胖，我都博士毕业了你再怎么满嘴
跑火车都忽悠不到我了。老张，你的工具箱启发了我最初对科学和工程的兴趣；小莲，全世界最酷的妈，感
谢你的养育和对我无限的信心，我爱你！

Love,
Huiyi
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